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This study ws aad in order to set up & procedure to evaluate 
the d* to a struoturel tiinb.r whtah 1*i ben exposed to fire, To do 

this d*t us collected frraz teste htch had beim zde both at Oregon State 
College nd ther testing laboratorios. A few minor tests were run to 
beok various p.eeibiliti.s that had been advanoed, A sll part oI this 
dsta as preitouslr publishsd in reporte eM technical journals, but most 
of' it bas never bee* plt.hed. 

It was fosad that on b,i* heated the resini in the od volatilize 

sad spread trouhout the wood. I the 'seed cools the heavier resina 

lidifys t lighter resina quits often se*ps froa the wood. This ohango 
te not accompanied b sny chemiosi ohenge of the ood ' a' change in 
the osliular structare of the wood. The resins act se an elastic binder 
beten the wood Libers befare }atin end as s inelsetto binder after 

-i,'. 

he first ebazie that is noticeable in the properties of heated 

vood is the increased brittleness hioh renders wood unsuitable ter use 
eben ii,aot loads are to be earned. This is du. to the ohage in t 
resins and oase)*rdening. Casehardaning t. &o to the unequal shrinkage 
st the wood fibers when the wood ta heated. 

lt was tound that the reduction in strength of the partial1' 
burned timbere is dus entirely to the reduotion in cross-sectional area as 
the wibwned *od retains its original strength. The raining strength 
of a tiiver can be ealoulated from the original desipi stresses and the 

reduced area. For oolumns the reduoed oroes.seotio1 area is determined 
by actual asur.ait, it l'or beams it is deternined by locating the 
i4it4it seotien and considering lt as s rectangular ersa. The rounding 

st the e'ners is very sflail and sen be 4L*seaVded as there will probab2r 
b. an equal area of good od in the seeti assd to 1*is no strength. 
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ztrezith tests from which data wore aai1ab1e are ail s 
rsriged in the appendices. The tests were conducted at the fo1lowin 

leboratoriess Underwriters 1*boratories Tureau of Stsnd&rde Uni'srsity 

of Waiington, Forest Producta Laboratories, ad Oregon St*t. Collets. The 

tests were mostlï coznpr.ssi've tests parallel to the grain or statto bend.. 

ing with s'id sen loading. 

The teats at the Forest Products Laboratories sho,d t*t temp.. 
oraturea b.twei two hundred and five hundred degrees Fahrenheit eon reduce 
the strength it the time of exposura Sa long. Actual ezpariencs has shown 

thet metal ftti s are the most critical pointa in a wooden structure 

because of the greater heat conduotiiit of the metal. biso it has been 

found that a wod structural member p111 carry a given load longer bitan a 

steel menber of equal strength under similar fire conditions. 

It is resoended that i 

Timbers subject to impact loadin or those which ha 
been exposed to temperatures above two hundred fifty degrees 

Fahrenheit for several days be replaced. 

AU pøint where metal fittings aro used should be 
examimed very carefully. 

The risining strength of a Umber should be calculated 
on the basis of the original deain stresses end the reduced area. 

Additional research should be done on this subject be- 

cause of tim lacic of sufftcint data for ezact calculations. 
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THE EFFECT OF HIGH TVIPERATURES ON STRUCTURAL TLMBERS 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This investigation was made with the purDose of 

setting up a procedure for the determination of the 

damage to structural timbers that have been exDosed to 

fire. Such a procedure would be of value both in set- 

tung, insurance cisims and in salvaging the structure 

in which a fire has occurred. 

In normal times many of the structures constructed 

in the West are of timber. Due to present shortages, 

the only structural material available in lare auanti- 

ties is wood; so the proportion of timber structures 

can be expected to increase. With the present danger of 

sabotage and incendiary bombs, a procedure for determin- 

Ing the damage to Dertially burned timbers becomes more 

valuable. 

It was believed that very little research had been 

done on this subject. The Forest Products Laboratory 

confirmed this, 

"We have done little here at the Forest Products 
Laboraor on the effect of high temperatures on the 
strength properties of structural timbers." 

The work of this study consisted of a search through 

the literature on this subject, a search conducted by 

correspondence for any unpublished material which might 

be available, and additional experiments to correlate the 



results of previous investigations and to check hypoth- 

eses that were stated in the literature. Summaries of 

all material that was found in this search are given in 

the appendix, as are the numerical results of all tests 

conducted at Oregon State College. All of this material 

is discussed in the body of the thesis. 

The search through the literature was aided greatly 

by the Forest Products Laboratory as can be seen from the 

portion of their letter quoted below. 

"The field in which you are interested is a very 
broad one, and as far as we can learn is one in which 
very litle has been published. Prior to the receipt 
of your inquiry a survey of the literature ha been 
àttempted from which the attached list of references 
was obtained." 

Of the references included in the bibliography, 

eleven were secured from the Forest ProdLucts Laboratory, 

two from the Underwriter's Laboratories, and the other 

from the National Lumber Manufacturers Association. 

Since all of these organizations have long been vitally 

interested in the subject, it seems reasonable to be- 

lieve that this includes the major portion of the pub- 

lished material. Many articles on the related subject 

of fireproofing were found but are not listed because 

they were not used directly. One short unpublished 

article is given in Apendix III. 

In the search for unpublished material, letters 
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were written to all of the schools ana. organizations 

listed in Appendix I--over one-hundred fifty letters. 

About seventy-five answers were received; with few exceD- 

tions none gave any informEtion on this subject. It was 

assumed that those failing to reply had no information. 

In the letters to most of the organizations, no attemDt 

was made to limit the request for information to the 

effect of high temperatures on structural timber. The 

request was for any information on the effect of fire on 

structural members. A portion of th.e letter written by 

Mr. Franklun of the .American Institute for Steel Cons 

struction gives the clearest picture of the information 

obtained; 

"In your letter you speak of the effect of high 
temperatures on structural members. If this is the ex- 
clusive subject of your research, I do not believe that 
you will find there has been any experimental work done 
thereon, but merely upon metals used in structural 
members." 

The appendix includes all of the experimental data 

that were located either as published literature or as 

unpublished material, and the data from tests conducted 

at Oregon State College. 

This was done so that the actual numerical values 

could all 'be consulted more readily by those desiring 

to compare the values. Also it was believed that there 

were insufficient data to warrant placing numerical values 

in the body of he thesis. The trends and generalized 



values are ;entioned in the discussion. 
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For the benefit of those who are not entirely fan- 

lijar with th terminology as used in this work, the 

following definitions :r ic1uded: 

Fig. i Cross-section of Burned Viood 

Zone i 
Charred 

Zone 2 
Heated bat not 
Charred 

Zone 3 
Unheated 

}Iygroscopicity is the roperty of absorbing moisture. 
(e.g. a wood with a high hygroscopicity will absorb 
more moisture end reach a higher moisture content 
than a vood with a loi hygroscopicity. 

Conpressive Strengh is the strength measured parai- 
lei to the grain. 

Toghness is a Iia8are of property of resistance to 
iLipact loading . 

Heated ood is the wood that has been heated bat not 

charred (Zone 2 of Fig. I). 

Burned Partially Burned Wood is a timber which has 
a cross-section similar to that in Fig. 1. 



Moderately Hia'h TenDeratare s are those t enDeratures 
two haiidred fifty ad five haiidre degrees 

Fahrenheit. 

arent Density is the density of the wood as 
norlIy computed, as distinguished from absolute 
density which is the density of the woody substance 
in the cell walls. 



CHAPTER II 

INFORMATION SECURED FROM OTHER SOURCES 

Seattle Tests 

AppendiceslVand V contain unpublished material 

secured from the Union Pacific Railroad and the est 

Coast Lumbermants Association respectively. This work 

was done at the University of Washington laboratory on 

timbers that were taken from Seattle docks after fires. 

The timbers were tested in static bending with mid-span 

loading. The data included tue breaking strengths and 

Ivloduli of Elasticity for both.the small specimens tested 

to determine the strength of unheated wood and the large 

specimens of partially burned timber. The results indi- 

cated that the only damage due to fire was a reduction 

in area which decreased the allowable load on the timb- 

ers. The static bending strength of the remaining mi- 

charred timber was not impaired. 

Underwriters' Laboratories Tests 

Appendix VI contains the tests on timber columns 

made by the Underwriters' Laboratories in their monumental 

study on the effects of fire on columns (13). These are 

not the only tests made by th Underwriters' Labora- 

tories on timber columns, but théy are the only tests 

for which full data are available-only the conclusions 
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o± the other series o± tests (12) coald be obtained. 

The co1ins wei'e heated ander constant load Iii the test- 
Ing furnace, antil the colanîn ai1eä. Short sections 

were cat from the rnid1e portion o± the timber columns 

end latei' teeted in compression. The data inclade the 

temperature rise at points inside the colaniìas, axial 

deflections of the columns, and strengths o the columns 

after heating. The results indicate a very slow teniDera- 

ture rise inside the column and a tendency to char Laster 

end rooni at the toDs oL the columns. The compressive 

strength of the tiaber was reduced because of the loss in 

aree. only, as the wachari'ed wood retained its iginal 

coriipressive strength. 

Forest Products Laborat Tests 

LiOSt of the inforutioii included in ppendix VII 

had been published in the past (7) (8) (lO). Two of the 

studies (7) (lOj acre conducted at the Forest Products 

Laboratory on Jitka prace and diite sh resoectively to 

find the effect of moderately high temperatures on the 

mode of fracture. In these tests small saeiples of wood 

were heated for Deriods o± one to eight days at constant 

temperatu.re; then after being exposed to ail' long enough 

for the moisture content to become stabilized, the 

samples were testee both for compressive strength and 



tou.ghness. 

The third stady (6) Lac1aaed in this appenUix was 

m&de iIi Gerniany to determine the effect o teniterature 

on the compressive strength o wood. It is inclaaea in 

this appendix becaase the test results axe quite similar 

to the resu.lts o the tests made at the Forest Proäu.cts 

Laboratory and the work is on the sme suject. In the 

experiments in Qermany samples were heated or cooled 

or a long enoah Deriod ol' time to insare that all por- 

tions o the speciIrns reached the desired temperatare; 

the samples were then tested or compressive strength. 

ilso a few specime1s were heated for short periods of 

time, allowed to cool thoroahly snd then tested for 

tomnpressive strength. 

The data from these three sets of tests included 

the following: () changes both in comressive strength 

sud in toughness of the several woods as the sanaples 

were heted to different temper:tures for varying 

lengths of time, (b) the compressive strength at various 

temperatures, the ratio ol' density to loss in strength, 

and (a) the moisture content of the heated wood under 

different condit ions. 

The other study from the Forest Products Laboratory, 

which has riot yet been ublished, was made to determine 

the progressive destructive e:fects of continued expos- 



ures to various temperatures. Samnlee of dry hard maple 

were heated at constant temperature until a snecif led 

loss in weight had occured through distillation. The 

time in days for this heating were the only data given. 

These tests were preliminary tests only, and. showed that 

the distillation of wood occurs at temperatures as low 

as one hundred five degrees Centigrade. 

The effect of these iaoerate temperatures in de- 

creasing the strength of the aood increased with the 

length o exnosare; the toughness decreased mach faster 

than the compressive strength. The effects of tempera- 

ture were greater for denser wood and the moisture 

content of the heated. wood was apparently permanently 

lowered below that of the unheated wood.. 

Pr ev i ous Te s ts at Oon S t ate Coli e 

summary of sn Oregon State College senior thesis 

in Civil Engineering written by John L. Geren in 1933 is 

given in Appendix IX. This thesis contains the most 

complete data on the temperature rise inside a wooden 

n1emJer and on the strength of heated timber that were 

located in the literature or as unpublished material. 

Samples of wood we heated at constant temperatures for 

periods of one and two hours end were then tested in 

static bending with mid-span loading. The curves from 
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this woi'k show that the tempeTatu.re o± the wood rises 
quite aniorii1y or all exteruial teinDeratures, ana the 

strength remains aDproxixnately the same ap to a tenDera- 

tare o 'our hu.ndred degrees Fabrenheit--ternperatu.res 

above this caase a ronoanced weakening auth at rive 

handred fifty degrees the strength is gone. 

Incladed with this thesis were a naxaber o contours 

oJ the heat penetration into columns made by the Lational 

Lamber i,Ïsnulaotarers ssociatiori. 

Taylor-Colqaitt Company Tests 

Appendix X includes material that was secured by 

the Taylor-Colqaitt Company in developing a new method 

for drying wood which was patented in February, 1942. 

LJ1 material except that coverin' the strength tests, 
which were nade at Oregon State College, was obtained 

from the Taylor-Colqaitt Company. The data include the 

variation with respect to the temeratare at which the 

wood was treated o the density, the volume change ori 

being placed in water, nd the weight loss in heating. 

The curves in Appendix X indicate that the loss in 

weight on being heated for the period necessary in treat- 

meut is negligible for temperatures below three hundred 

fifty degrees, that the wood absorbs less water after 

heating which meais a reduced hygroscoolcity said that the 
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heating has no aect on the density. 



CHAPTER III 
E)ERIIvIENTS CONDUCTED AT OREGON STATE COLLEGE 

The tests conducted entirely at Oregon State 

College can be divided into two groups; the first in 

which a relationship was sought between the physical and 

chemical characteristics of the wood and the temperature 

to which the wood was exposed, and the second in which 

the rate of heat penetration and char were sought. 

Microscopic Tests of Wood 

The first experimental work was on the microscopic 

structure of the wood. In this work, two sets of sanples 

were used--the test samples and the controls. The test 

samples were heated to approximately five hundred degrees 

Fahrenheit in order to secure a maximum change in. the 

wood structure before charring occurred, if any change 

took place. 

These samples were examined imer.botht-peaof b'i 

microscopes--those that use reflected light and those 

that use transmitted light for viewing the object-in 

order to eliminate any effects due to the boiling of the 

wood which is necessary to soften the wood fibers so that 

slide can be made of the wood. It is necessary to use 

slides in the microscopes that use transmitted light for 

viewing the object. 

The only change that was observed in the microscopic 

12 
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examination was in color; the beated wood had become a 

brownish-yellow in color. This color change was less 

pronounced in the wood that had been boiled which indi- 

cates that the substance in wood which changes color 

or produces the color change may be soluble in water. 

In preDaring the samples for examination, it was noted 

that a slight rlastic deformation had evidently taken 

Diace while the wood was hot; however after cooling, the 

heated wood was much harder and more brittle than the 

unheated wood. No change was noted in the cellular 

structure of the wood. 

LTiscellaneous Physical Tests of Wood 

The samples which were used for the microscopic 

examination-by reflected light, which does not affect 

the wood--were examined under ultra-violet and mfra-red. 

light because no information could. be found in the litera- 

ture as to whether or not any effects should be visible by 

these lights. No effects were noticed. 

It was suggested tha.t some use might he made of the 

hardness of the heated wood as compared. with the hardness 

of the unheated. wood; hovrever this wes not investigated 

because the hardness of the unheated. wood is too variable. 
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Chemical Tests o ood 

In the chemical examination, (i) (II) two samples, 

each composed. o several pieces o Douglas Fir, were 

tested. The tests u.seä were those tests or deterrninin 

the characteristics of ilps and ti1pmiood that have been 

stidsrdized as to rocedare by the Forest rodcts 
Laboratory. These tests nclaäe the determination of the 

following: 

Lioistu.re content 
L.sh cot ant 
Hot water sola'sility 
Cold water soluùility 
l NaOH solu.bility 
lo KOR solu.'oility 
Jfther solility 
.lcohol-benzene o luility 

Li-;nin content 
Pentosans 
Holocellalose content 
Cellulose content 

lT)ha cellulose content 
Beta cellulose content 
Gamma cellulose content 
Chlorine namber 
Copper namber 
Permanganate namber 
Caprammoniarri disperse viscosity 

Of these tests only two, hot water sola'oility and 

one per cent sodiam hydroxide solability, were ased 

becaase it was believed that any chan:e in the chemical 

comm)osition 3±' the wood. coild be detected by these tests. 

For these tests the ssmples re pulverized. and then 

boiled in the respective solations i' the specified tine. 

s these tests were time reactions in which the size of 
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the :rticJes in the sam1e, the cjaantities, s3latioi.is, 

teniDeratures, times 'vere sieci1iea exactly,the de- 

tailed rocedare vdll ot e descriJed here; however, for 

those who may be interested, a con1ete set o directioiis 

Thr preparing the san1ple and nain these two solabili- 
ty tests is incladed in ÄDpendix II. Copies o the 

detailed :procedare toi' all o these tests can be secared 

£roni. the Forest rodacts Laboratory. 

The average valaes ±'or some of these tests on samples 

of different secies o± trees obtained from various places 

in the world are given in Table I of ppendix II, which 

was compiled by the Forest Prodacts Laboratory from data 

secared at the Laboratory. In the tests made at Oregon 

state College, the solabilities that were secwred foi' both 

the test samples ad the controls were within the range of 

valaes for the sol«bilities that have been foand by test- 
ing different samples of Doaglas Fir. Therefore it was 

assariied that no chemical ch&rge had occarred arid no other 

chemical tests were made. 

In preparing the samples, the greater hardness and 

brittleness of the heated wood was noted. The darker 

color o± the heated wooä was very evident in the powdered 

sample s. 
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Charrin( Teste o± wood 

s a qtiestion had teen asked by the .Jest Coast Lamoei- 

menes Associatioii in their oorresDoIIdeIlce with the writer 

and nEioers of the acu.1ty o Oregon state College about 

the rate o± char, several tets were made to determine 

sorne faetors about this speed. The West Coast Lumbermen's 

àssociation's experiments had. shovn that the initial rate 
of char was ap:oroxiì.ately one inch er hale hour; bat they 

were iot sure whether that rate of char coutinued as the 

wood charred deeDec. i short study of the charring of 

wood was ¡nade to determine the aiiswer to this cjaestion 

and also the way in which the heat penetrates the wood. 

In this study pieces o± air dry Doalas Fir, ±'ùU.T by 

four by twelve inches were placed ii an eleutric furnace 

that had. been hated to a:proximately fifteen handred 

degrees Fahrenheit, and were left in the oven for vary- 

lug Deriods of time. Sections were ta1en from the ieces 

after they were rex!Iovecl from the oven. The remainin.' 

portion of each piece was aaüi 1aced in the oven after 
a section had been taken. s the oven did not contain 

enoah oxygen to permit free com'oustion, the results are 

inaccurate for the rate of char bat the results are 

accurate for the relative rate ot char at various depths. 

It was found that the rate of char did not vary as 
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A. Cr088 sections showing way in which wood chars, Note the 
knot in section to the left and the scorohed ring between 
charred and unobarred wood in both sections, 

B. Side view of section exposed to fire showing way in which 
wood shrinks while charring, permitting heat to penetrate 
further. 

Figure 2 



the depth of chirring increased at i'ernained. approxi- 

lfìately one inch Der ha1 hoar. No namerical resalts 
were keDt for this work due to the fact that the wooã. 

was heated in an oven where free cornastion c3ald not 

take olace. Two of the cross-sections aiSe shown La 

Fig. 2. These cross-sections show that the wood 

retains approximte1y its oriiim1 shape a±'ter charring 
with only a slight roanding o the corners; this round- 

in o: the corners increases as the wood chars deeper. 

..11so shovm in the cross-sections is the more rapid char- 

ring o the wood surrounding knots as a orapared with the 

other wood. It was iiapossible to iow the more rapid 
charring o the samíerwood in a cross-section. Due to 

the ifficalties o± hotographixig and reproduciii the 

pictures, the cross-sections do not show the width o 

the rind: o heated wood between the charred and the un- 

heated wood as well as .ias desi::ed; this rina is a:prox_ 

iaate1y one eighth inch thick. 
Pig. 2B shows the reason or the sanie rate o char 

as the wood chars deeoer--the checkin: in the sides 

becomes qaite deep and the wood shrinks, permittin the 

heat to penetrate. s the wood chars deeer, the outer 

portions o the charred wood are burned completely or 

broken off which makes it easier Thr the heat to pene- 

L i .t I.. C. 
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The n'.imerio1 results from the chemical tests as well 

as a saxrn.ary off the results from the other tests made at 

C: ìgoi State College acm be ±oand in Appenaix VIII. 

}'j. 3 Testing machine used for small samples 

Strength Tests oÍ' Wood 

The tests which were conducted or the Taylor-Gel- 

quitt Company were unusual in that the seimens were 

only two and one half by one helf by one eithth inches 

in size. This small size necesstateà the construction 

o± testing apparatus capable of snail measurements. 

ProÍ'essor C. E. Thomas of the Mechanical Engineering 

department at Oregon state College gave assistance in 

constructing this 1achine. The frai;ie was taken from an 
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old Po-tap machine, the lower grin which held the ends of 

the piece was a tension grin from a larger machine, the 

unDer grip was made from a nail and a ripe strap, the 

calibrated dial spring which was used to measure the load 

was taken from one of the asphalt testing machines; all 

of these parts were held in niace by woodworking clamps 

and an assortment of bolts from the stock bins. 

All of these tests are static bending with mid-span 

loading. The data include the breaking loads , width 

and thickness of each snecimen tested, all of which are 

given in Table II of Appendix X and the weighted averages 

which are given in Table I with the computed breaking 

stresses. The specimens tested, which included both the 

treated and control samples, were all sent to the writer 

by the Taylor-Colquitt Company. 

The strengths of the treated wood seem to be very 

high when compared with the strengths of the respective 

controls. Several factors could cause this, all of which 

will be discussed later when the various sets of' data are 

compared. The strength tests indicate that the strength 

of the wood was not affected until the temperature was 

raised to approximately four hundred degrees Fahrenheit. 

As the temperatures to which the wood was exposed 

increased above four hundred degrees, the strength of the 

wood decreased rapidly. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

The results of the chemical and physical studies on 

timber show tbat the tests which were used cannot be 

used in the field as indicators of the temperature to 

which the wood has been exposed; however the abrupt 

decrease in strength above four hundred degrees Fahren- 

heit shows that some change takes place at this tempera- 

ture, aLthough none was found in this study. 

Microscopic Studies on Wood 

The change in color that was observed in the micro- 

scopic studies is apparently caused by a redistribution 

of the resins. Normally the resins are concentrated in 

the resin clucts--HRD and VRD in Fig. 4 (14)-but on being 

heated the resins become progressively fluid and volatile 

causing them to permeate the wood surrounding the resin 

ducts. The lighter resins seem to volatilize and escape 

from the wood, therefore when the wood cools the remain- 

ing heavier resins solidify into a harrier mass than the 

original resins. 

Fig. 4 is a microscopic drawing of a block of white 

pine which shows the structural arrangement of a soft- 

wood (14). Much could be said here about the cellular 

structure of the wood (5), but discussion of the woody 

structure here would not be germane to the subject since 



The above drawing is of a 1/32 inch cube of white Dine. The top of the 
block represents a plane parallel to the top surface of a sturip or the end 
surface of a log. The rectangular units which make up this surface are sec- 
tions through vertical cells, mostly tracheids or water carriers, TR, the 
wells of which form the bulk of the wood substance. Between the various 
cell units is a cementing leyer called the middle lamella, ML. Springwood 
cells S, distinguishable by their greater size, and suinmerwood cells SM are 
formed during the early part and the later part of a years growing period, 
respectively. The growth of the springwood is the more rapid. Together 
the springwood and the summerwood cells make up the annual ring AR. One 
such ring is added each year on the outside of the wood previously formed 
inurediately under the bark. 

The function of the medullary rays ER is to store and distribute hor- 
izontelly the food material of the tree. These rays - including the fusi- 
form medullary rays FMR, or rays having horizontal resin ducts HRD, at 
their centers - ore found on end surfaces as fine white lines running 
radially across the rings. The large hole VRD in the center of the top 
surface is a vertical resin duct. 

The left side surface RB represents a vertical ulane dong the radius 
of the trunk. This surface - commonly called "edge grain" in softwoods and 
quarter-sawed" in hardwoods - is not so distinctively marked in the soft- 
woods as in most hardwoods. The symbol SP indicates a simple pit, an unthi- 
ckened portion of the cell wall through which sap passes from ray cells to 
fibers or vice versa. The bordered pits BP, seen in section on surface TG, 
which is at right angles to the rcdial surface, have their margins Overhung 
by the surrounding cell walls 



no evidence o chances in the cellular stractare was 

dis covered. 

.ccordin: to some authorities (3) the cell walls 

check on being heated rapidly. This may be trae; however, 

no cases of' this could be detected by the microscopes 

as ed wh io h had a max imam magn i f' Ic a t Ion of' tio t ho a s and 

diameters. It might be possible to detect such checking 

through the ase of' an electronic microscope--which was 

not available at Oregon State College. 

In actual practice the microscopic examination would 

be valueless because it would be very difficult if' not 

iralDossible to determine whether the changed color was 

due to the heating, 01' üiior conditions to which the wood 

was exposed. Soirs of' these conditions that would af'f'ect 

the color of the wood are preservative treatments, dry- 

jug and seasoning, weather exposure, painting, etc. so 

the age o± the timber arid the species would probably have 

some e±'f'ect on the color. The ef'f'ect of' these f'actors 

was not determined because in actual practice for each 

piece of wood there would be an Inf'inite number of' possi- 

ble variations o± these Îactors. The above reasons for 

the microscopic tests being valueless for the paroses 

used in this study can be applied to any of the other 

physical test or to the chemical tests. 
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Chemical Studies of' Wood 

The chemical tests did not show any difference 

between the heated and unheated wood of sufficitmagni- 

tude to indicate a change in proDerties. The difference 

in the solubilities of the heated and unheated wood was 

less than the difference in solubilities possible with 

different samples of Douglas Fir. This might be cause 

by variations in the temperature to which different 

portions of the sample were heated. Another possible 

cause is this: the samples must be pulverized and those 

portions of the sample coarser than a sixty mesh screen 

or finer than an eighty mesh,sreen discarded; therefore 

as the heated wood is very brittle, a larger proportion 

of the wood that has bèen heated to high temperatures 

will be discarded which may affect the results of the 

chemical tests. As far as is known, there is nothing 

that can be done to prevent the latter error from occur- 

ring. The f ormer error would be very probable in actual 

practice as it would be impossible to tell if all portions 

of a beam that is not charred have been exposed to the 

same temperatures. Thus the probability of errors in 

collecting a sample would be very great. 

The color change in the wood after heating was very 

noticeable when the wood was in a powdered condition. 

The solubilities secured in this work (numerical values 
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are given in .pe1dix Viii) can e aocou.xited Cor Iy the 

chare in the reixis which was desciibed hi connection 

with the micros000ic tests. The volatilization o± the 

lighter, more solable resins end solidification o the 

heavier resins would decrease the solu.bility o± the 

heated woOd because the resins exe rare soluble than the 

wood. fibers. 
In connection with the se physical and chemical tests, 

one imoortant ±'act was discovered later which inaies the 

use off these tests more or less impractical Thr determin- 

ing the damage that has occuired. In a fire the tentera- 

tares are usually high enough to char the exterior 

portions O± the structural n'.eLibers; when wood is charred 

the temperature of the wood at any point ander the char 

deDends primarily on its distance from the charrad 

portion o the tlu ber. The members that have not een 

charred will have bean exDosed to such a varying tempera- 

ture that tue troblem oí determining the. strength by 

means o± physical and chemical tests 3ecomes almost im- 

Dossiole. Hevertheless the chemical and physical tests 
give information regaìding the tro bable causes for the 

change in strength that has been noted in other tests. 
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Fia. 5 Temperature rise inside wood 

Charring wood 

It was found by the West Coast Lumbennan's Associa- 

tion that the rate of char is approximately one inch per 

half hour. lirther experiments show that there is very 

little variation due to temperature if it is above five 

hundred fifty degrees Fahrenheit. Because of the checking 

in the charcoal, the rate of char does not appreciably 

decrease as the wood chars deeper. The charcoal checks 

severely ahd finally breaks off as is shown in Fig. 2B. 

To detenriine the depth of charring sections were cut from 

the heated pieces. Two of these cross-sections are sho1m 

in Fig. 2A; both show that the uncharred area is still 

somewhat rectangular in outline. In 
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moet cases, i:e the beam is strong enough to be left in 

place, the chare area will be si.ich a relat ively thin 

ring on the oatside that the rounding of the corners 

can. be disregsrded in conating the wacharred area. 

One of the cross-sections shown in Fig. 2A was 

taken a-t a knot to illustrate the more rapia penetra- 

tjon of heat at knots. It was impossible to nke a 

section showing the nore rapid chaaring of the summer- 

w o o d T he nii' e r ap Id o har r ing of t h e s arai . erwo o d en d th e 

wood sarroandiig the knots which exc the denser woods 

indicates that possibly stach of the insalation valae of 

wood is du.e to the dead, air saces in the cells. This 

woald appear to 'ce jaite probable since dead air is a 

good. insulator. 
Appendices VI and IX contain some data on the flene- 

tration of heat to the inner fibers of wood. From the 

data in Appendix IX it would seem that tÌre is a slight 

pause in the temperature rise at approximately two 

hundred t'.ielve degrees Fahrenheit das to the evaporation 

0± the moisture in the wood. The temperatare rise is 

very waiomm, bat the rate increases slightly for higher 

external temperatures. Ls the temperature of the wood 

aproaches the external temperature of the fire the rate 

of rise decreases. The aase in the temperature rise 

at two hundred twelve degrees leads one to believe that 
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possi'bly aoiiie o±' the insulation valae o wood is d.ae to 
the Li3istare content. 

The chemical coimosition o± wood saostatìce is essen- 
tially constant in varloas snecies (II) and the absolu.te 

density of wood stftstance ±oï all trees is apì'oxiinate1y 
1.5 (e) The siinilai'ity in chemical coxaDoSitiori is 
brought oat by a caaefa1 stu.dy of Ta1e I, ipend.ix II 
which is a siary of' some of the proDerties of wood as 

determinea by the Forest PToäucts Laboratory. since the 

chemical composition o± the wood sabstaìice in different 
species o t'ees is approximately the saiie, the rate o 

combastion of the wood substance in the vrioas siDecies 

of trees is aDDroxixaately the sanie. Therefore the rate 
o: corabastion of wood from the various secies o±' trees 
wou.ld ie inversely pr000rtional to their apparent den- 

city. Observatioi o the rate o coJuon o firewood 

conflrrr1s this theory. Also the denser wood often has a 

high nioistu.re citent which decreases the rate o± corn- 

bastion becaase the water mast be evaporated. 

A higher nioistare content i not entirely an advan- 

tage sor as fire damage is concerned. becaase o± the 

steaming effect on the fibers as the wood is heated. 

Anyone who works with wood soon icarns that apon steam- 

ing, wood becomes slightly Diastic end can be Dermaneilt- 

ly deformed with very little applied force. It has been 
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±'ornd (7) (6) that apon beine stea:ied, WOOU loses 

strength ra idly d th1dero's rked de±'oraat ion. The 

exact va.lu..e at which the moisture coitent changes from 

an asset to a liability coald not be determined from 

the data available. All o the inîormation on this 
su.bject that was located is given in ADpendix IX. There 

are no quantittive resalts, only staterínts as to the 

observed effect o±' the ioistare content. 

The e±ect o± this stenin' combined with the eect 
of' end charring on coluiniis is brou.ht oat in the tests 
made at the Underwriters' Laboratories in Chicago (13) 

sa:arnarized in Appendix VI. In. this series o tests the 

colamns showed a marked deorination which occurred 

mostly at the ends 01' the columns. The eect o steam- 

ini; in softening the wood led in this case to brooming 

at the ends of the colwmis which is shown by the photo- 

graphs in the reort issued by the UnderwritereT Labora-. 

tories. The eect o steaming is haríu1 only daring 

the actual steaming, the softening of the wood is only 

temnorary. 

In the tests for the speed of charring, the width 

of the scorched ring between the cirred nd unaffected 

wood was noted. This ring varied in width from one 

eighth to one fourth inch. The caa.e of this variation 

could not be determined. OflB probable causes are local 
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a if±'ererices in riiistur e content , dens ity , or th external 
term:eratare. This ring is the section thro.gh which the 

ternDertare and strength vary. This wilibe iscassed 
±arther in coinection with the stren,th tests. It seems 

aaite ìroa1e from the data on the temperatu.re rise 
whichhave oeen iscassed TTeviou.sly &nd the tests kide 

by the iitional Lamber ii.naactarers ssociation (9) that 
when the exteral teiaemtare is above six or seven 

haridred degrees Fahrenheit, the heat TenetIat ion and 

hence the depth o1 charrii is deLeident almost excias- 
ively on t1e lenth o exposare. t lower temDerataIes 

the length o exoosuTe is dill the raost important al- 
thoah not the only factor aectiig the deth o char- 

ring. 

ioder.ite Teaaerat ur es 

"In considering the eect of the higher tempera- 
tares ou wood, the duration o the exoosare irìast also 
'0e taken into accoant, as temperatares only 'moderately 
highT viill cease damse if the exposure is continaed 
loii enoah." 

The above oaotation from a letter written y 

1dI. ncNaahton o the Forest i'rodacts La1ooratory is 

borne oat by the d.ta in Table I of appendix VII. These 

moderately highTt temeratures rande from the boiling 
point o water to five hin-idreä degrees Fahrenheit. In 

these tests, samples oÍ wood were heated or periods 
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from one to eight days beor eüa teteà ±or 

toti'thness anö C3LessLve streigth. The tests showed a 

consideiabje ãecease in toahiies a sti1ei Uecrease 

in coiìPressive strength. Liost of the daniage occui'red in 

the first two days of heating. This aecrease in conui- 

lJressive str-ngth is Droba1r thie to a slow tstll1ation 
of the wood. The progressive e±fect o conthiued 

e)coosures to varioas teiiùertare: is howiui by a series 

of tests i'iade on sraall nieces of hrd maDle, at the 

Forest Products Laboratory. 

111 Table I, Appeildix VII. 

The results are tabulated 

Usaally ,Lt is not necessary to consider this effect 

since iost fires rodace tenioeratures well in excess of 

the charring temperature of wood. The damage can be 

detected by a slight scorching o± the wood id the 

extreme brittleness of the oater fibers. The dsrage is 

more extensive than in fires of hic:her teniperatures 

becau.se of the greater eneti'ation of the heat. It is 

necessary because of this fact to have available informa- 

tion aboat the length of tine that the fire was burning 

or smou.ldering. 

y timber that has been lii a fire in which the 

temperatures on the outside of the timber were above two 

hundred de;rees Fahrenheit for two or three days should 

be rslaoeä because its strength will undoubtedly have 
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been greatly reduced. The effect of moderate temDera- 

tares, when they ae continued for several days, is one 

of the causes of danage to timbers iii kiln drying and 

preservative treatment (4). 

Toaj1mess of Heated Timber 

The first quality of wood affected by heat is tough- 

mess (7) (10). Toughness is iimi'ortint siiice one of the 

reasons for the ase of wood is its hi:h resistance to 

impact loads. Then tou:hness decrease;-:, a timber may 

become unsafe for further ase. The decrease in toughness 

is orobably due primarily to two factors: hardening of 

the resins and case hardening. 

The solidifying of the resins in the portion of the 

wood that was heated would decrease the toughness because 

ander iraDact woods acts as a bundle of rods held together 

by an elastic 'trix in vhioh each rod is ermitted to 

yield under stress without affecting the others. However, 

after heating, the resins iJflid the wood fibers together 

so that they act as a solid rod in which the whole fails 

if any part is stressed to failure. In the unheated wood 

each cell can be distorted ad even ashed slightly oat 

of place with respect to the other cells without suffer- 

ing ijermanent distortion, thus giving .00d its character- 

istic resistance to irimact loading. .±ter the resins 
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are solidiflea, they cannot be a:preciab1y distorted 
withoat fractare, and becase the resins i1 the cells, 
distortion also fractures the cell wails. This maIes 

the wood niore orittle. 
Case hardening is dae to the more rapid shrinkage 

of the oater fibers of timber when it is being heated 

rapidly. This sets ap permanent stresses in the surface 

area k). Casehardenin affects the toaghmiess becaase 

inci:oient fractures in the cater fibers will extend 

throahoat the tir«ber as the surface strains are relieved. 

These two conditions, hardenind; of the resins and case- 

hardenin, raa1e the surface area, rticalaï'ly, very 

brittle. ecause the depth to ich this brittlemmess 

extends is anknown, the timber should be discarded if 
inDact loaäin represents fifty Dercent or more of the 

total iDad. 

These conditions which decrease the toughness, how- 

ever, may be responsible for some of the higher stress 
values observed in tests of small, heated sTecimens. 

Due to the hardness, the heated specimens do not deflect 

as mach as the unheated controls, therefore since the 

deflections are small, the apparent stress is hither for 

the heated specimen. 
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TOSC Op ici ty O Heat ed. Timber 

The saine factors which decrease the tou'bnes$ are 

probably araon the cuises o± the redaced hyroseoDicity 

of wood. after it is heatei. o iri±oration as to the 

cau.ses o the receä hygroscopicity was l3cated; how- 

ever, experimentation has shown that the hygroscoicity 

is redaced and these factors may well be arion the cau.ses. 

Prom the available data it is apparent that the change 

in hygroscopicity is permanent. The redaced. hyroscopi- 

city is responsible ±or part the increase in static 

strenth that was noted in some o± the tests. Becau.se 

o the redaced hyrosaopicity the wood will be drier and 

hence stronger, as dry wood has a greater strength then 

damp or wet wood. 

$trength oi Heated Timber 

The resalte o± the ceveral series o± strenth tests 

are remarkably uniform. They show that the strength o 

the imehErred wood remaining after heating is not im- 

paired; in ±'act, sone o the tests show that the strength 

ol' the heated :/o3d is slightly greater than the asaal 

strength. Pig. 6 is a tyîical carve obtained in some o 

this work. The tests Il show that the strength decreases 

as the length o± exposure increases, robably becaase 

o the slow distillation o the wood, The denser woods 
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show a sli;htly greater decrease in strength. 
No strength tests, exceDt those for the Taylor- 

Colcju.itt Company, were made by th writer at Oregon State 
College for two reasons. It iiis felt that since only a 

relatively small portion of th cross-sectional area has 

an undetermined strength after a fire, it would be rather 
useless to conduct any fixe tests of largetiubers be- 

cause the portion of the timber having an unknown strength 
would be such a small fraction of the member that it wou.ld 

have 110 gratcr effect on the st'ength than many of the 
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defects in timbers could have. It would be better to 
conduct tests of large specimens heated to a constant 
temperature within the range of two himdred to five 
hundred degrees Fahrenheit. This was impóssible at 
Oregon State College with the eauipinent available. The 

writer was informed that such a study has been made by 

the Bureau of Standards but that the information is not 

yet readr for publication. Such information would make 

it Dossible to detemine the strength of a partially 
burned timber much more accurately than at present. 

Tests made With sthall timbers cannot be used to 
secure accurate numerical values for the strength of 

large timbers because wood is not homogenus and the 
effects of fire cannot be adjusted to the size of the 
specimens used. The vsriation in strength obtained in 
tests of small timbers is shown by the data of Appendix 

X. The strength of the small specimens is affected more, 

in proportion, by variations in the grain and other 
defects which have a lesser effect on large timbers. The 

results of Appendix. X give f lexural strengths approximate- 
ly twice as large as those strengths given by the National 
Lumber Manufacturers Association. The results from tests 
of small timbers can be used only for relative results; 
consequently only the tests which are sunimarized in 
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Appendices IV, V, ad VI ci e ased for estirnatin 

actaal strengths. The other tests can be ased to secare 

relative resalts--the percenta:e loss in strength. 

There is little ossibllity that ths strength valaes 

foaiid in aziy of these tests were dae to teiaDorary changes 

in the moistare content beceilse the wood ws exposed to 

the air for from ten weeks to six months after heating 

before it was tested. The nioistare content of the wood 

after heating is asu.ally lower than it was before heating, 

bat this is a oermanent condition. The tests show that 

the redaced strength of the timbers after a fire is dae 

entirely to the decrease in size; the strength of the 

remaining anheated wood is not affected. The strength of 

the timber, thile the oatside is hot, is slihtl lower 

dae to the redaced strength of the heated wood. This 

effect is of little iractical importsnce as asaally the 

load on a stracture is decreased daring a fire as the 

contents of a bailding barn, or a bridge is closed to 

traffic. wood that lias been heated to moderately high 

tenieratares for several days will have its strength 

redaced ; this effect is greater for heavier woods (S) 

AupendL:ces VI,. IX, and. X contain inforaation regarding 

the r ationshi between time, temperatare, and strength 

for snr1l secimens. 

The allowable load on a timber strctaral member can 
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e calculated ori the basis of the original design stresses 
and the reduced area. For columns, the minimum cross- 
sectional area of unheated woòd should be located and 

measured; while for beams, the minimum cross-section 

arred area 

orched L.rea 

daaged rea 
ge of 
etarigular 
ea 

Fig. 7 L1ethod of Calculating the Reduced rea 

should be located and the area. calculated, assuming that 
the remaining cross-section is rectangular, Fig. 7. 

Referrin to Fig. 7, the error resulting from consiäer- 
Ing the corners to be square is offset by the area lost 
when the sides are straightened out . Usually if the 

strength, calculated by this method, is sufficient to 
carry the load, the charred area ïi1l be a. relatively 
narrow rim on the outside. The rounding of the corners 

is riot appreciable until the charred area is greater than 



ten to iifteener cent o the origina area. hthe 
charred area is this 1are, the strength of the nmber 

is asua11v insufficient to carry the load. The use of 

the strength calculated by this method should resait in 

a member as safe as the original design. 

Referring to the scorched ring between the charcoal 

and the rnheated wood, Fig. 2À, if it were possible to 

calculate the strength of each infinitesimal section of 

the ring and cam u these strengths, prob.bly the total 
strength would be very close to the value calculated on 

the basis of the orinal strength of the timber over 

eighty tier cent of the total ring area. It is impossible 

to calculate the actual strength of this ring on the 

basis of the data that have been secured because the reja- 
tionships between the strength, teneratare and langth 

of enposure have not been determined with sufficient 
exactness. 

The tests show that the oriinal allowable stresses 
can be asswned over the reduced area calculated according 

to Fig. without exceeding the original design. This 

aparentiy proves that the assamDtion in the reeeding 

paragraph is correct. However more research is needed 

to verify this and t3 discover the reason for its 
aïparent valid ity. 
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Critical Poiiits 

In determining the da.ge to timbers, those ti[Ïìers 
which are iot charred 08fl be ignored exceDt those which 

have teen exose to rnodertely high teniïe.ratares Lcr a 

prolonged time. The timbers that have been partially 
burned shoala be exnined care±ally to aeternine the 
damage that has been done.' The most critical sections 
of a timber stract'iral nEmber, at least when l'ire darnage 

is considered, are at the bearixgs and at any points 
where metal £ittins have been ased. 

L[etal condacts heat throai the members caasing them 

to char out arou.nd the fittings, which dangeoasly 
weakens the members. lhen the fittings are entirely 
enclosed in wood, as in split or toothed ring constru.c- 

tion, this troable does not exist. In this tyDe of 

timber connector coxistraction, the stress is transferred 
by means of the r Inge which are enclosed y wood. The 

bolts, which do not toach the rings, ars used to draw 

the timbers together; as the oolts carry no stress, the 

stractare villi rarely fail because of charring of the 

wood sarroanding the bolts. 
Bearings are critical points for several reasons. 

One is that often metal bearing Dlates are ased., which 

ase canses a more rapid charr.Lng of the bearing sarface. 
The fallare at the bearin to the ase o± metal 
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learin,g caìs is rouht at by the colamn te$ts (L) o 

the Underwriters' LaboratoTies, ppendix VI. In. a 

later series 3± tests (i), reinorce. conorete cafls 

which :roteated the erin sur±aces were ased. Columns 

with this type oí bearing cap endured the Lire for 

approximately one and one half h3ars while those with 

metal be.arin:; caps collapsed after aDLroximately one 

half hour. The collapse of the coluir.s was d.ue to the 

redu.otion in area 'ahexi the bearings were rrotected by 

concrete ca;s; ;hile viith the metal bearing plates, 

collapse was due to f&ilure at the bearings before the 

remainder o± the column was seriously weakened. Bear- 

ings are also critical points because often the Lire 

can reach the enã surfaces of a member, which surfaces 

tend to char faster than the other portions because the 

end checkiii' is riuch Ceeper than that on the sides. 

third reason for the importance of bearis is that 

often a local draft exists at bearings because the iTlem- 

bers do xot fit snugly together. This causes the wood 

to burn more redily. 
The receding aragrahs show why it is necessary, 

after a timbe: structure has been subjected to a Lire, 

to examine carefully bearings and points where etal 
fittings are used--such being the Doints where failure 

is most a-ct to occur. In any case, each timber must be 



examined careilly uad scpaiately. It illl oftei be 

annecessary to replace the ttnber; by the addition o 

a snnll new timb te dainagedneniber may be reiníorced 
sa±ficiently to be sate. I impact loadin is an im- 

potat otor, £Uty er cent or greater o the total 
loadin, the timber shoald be replaced regardless o the 

remaining strength. 

Fig. 8 Typ3a1 Theo ring cornìecor joint. 

In most modern timber constraction, timber connectors 

are u.sed. This use should be extended to all cases where 

bolted joints are stili used. The use o reinforced 
concrete bearing caps, made according to plans which may 

be secured from th UnderwritersT Laboratories, should 

be adod to reduce Lire damage; at least the use of 

exosed nietal bearing plates should be di.scouraged. In 

conectioa with this, the utilization o Lireproofed 

lamber might be extended where conditions warrant the 
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a1dition1 cost. 

Coipaison with Other yes of Costraction 

It has beexi íL'ounù in actaal experience that a timber 

bu.ilding will stand daring a fire of the seie tenroera- 

tare longer thi a bai1din: of most other types o con- 

staaction, assuming that each bai1ding is of the same 

strength azid has the sa orotection against fir e. This 

is becaase of the slow charring ana delayed loss of 

strength of the wood -iI ich enables it to carry the load 

for some time daring ais itegration. L. steel biilding 
will collaDse far sooner becaase steel iembers lose 

strength rapialy as the teiiperatare increases. This is 

supporteà by the stateniit iQe by r. Frsnkland of the 

.kinerican Institute of steel Costraction in a letter to 

the v,'riter. 

"A heat-treating temerature ci' five hiiiIred aegrees 
Centirae may be applied to a tailt-u.p stractural steel 
member withoat ws1'ing it, whereas tenîpeiatares mach 
higher than this will re salt in considerable warping at 
an early stage of' the process.IT 

À. reinforced concrete stractare may fail in a fire 
aboat as soox as a woocFstractare if' the workmanship in 

placing the concrete is poor and allows the concrete to 

spall exposing the reinforcing steel. The roinfordllig 

steel which carr ies mach of the load then. loses strength 

caasing the metal to fail. These reasons aocouiit for the 
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greater thhe'ent ie resiatnce o timber baildixigs 

when comaced vdth iailuings of other tjs o ccnstrac- 
t ion. 

A measure o fire rotectiori can ìe iven a wooden 

stractara]. member by covering it with plywood or thin 
planks. Aïpend ix III contains instr act ions ±'or treating 
wood surace to make them ±ire-resistant. 

I the way in which the stractare c'ollaoses is con- 

sidered, the timber bailding gives more oportanity ±'or 

salvage a±ter collapse. Most timber haildings are wall 

bearing; there±ore when the t iifoers are weakened and 

can no lònger carry the load, the floors and roof col- 
lapse by sections leaving the walls apright. since 

many steel and concrete stractares sre rigid franés, 
when any large section collaDses, asaally the entire 
stractare collapses. Lnother disadvantae in saivaing 
a steel stractare after a serions fire is that the steel 
warDs until it has to be cat oat by a torch before the 

stractare can even be examined thoiouhly. 
It cannot be said that wooden baildings are fire- 

1)rOOf however thea c re fire resistant. In consider- 

ing the liklihood. of a fire in a bailding, one factor 

that is sometimes, forgotten is that most fires originate 

in the contents, therefore a fire is jast as rrobaole 

in a steel or concrete building as in a wooden building. 
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Becaase of this it is tiare important to costract a 

bailäin oÎ materials that make it easie' to combat the 
fire. It has been foand (9) that wood. is not sífected 
by fires wiich liberate mach heat at a high temperature 

if the fires do not last long, while other naterials 
aise affected more than in a cooler fire. 

ivany statements were foand. in the advertising of 

firms dealing with t imber stat ixg that wo eden constrac- 
tien was more fire resistanìt than other tytes of con- 

struction bat the only proof of this that the author 

could locate was in the rept of the UnderwritersT 

Laboratories (12) (ls). 
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CHAPTER V 

C ONCLIJS IONS 

Microscopic analysis of heated wood gives no infor- 

mation as to the damage because the only change that can 

be observed is in color, which is not always the same 

for two pieces of wood. 

Chemical analysis of heated wood is of no value in 

determining the damage to timber because there is prac- 

tically no change in the chemical structure of the wood 

that has not been charred. 

The heated wood forms a ring of aDDroxilnately the 

same thickness between the charred and uncharred areas 

for any temperatures above approximately five hundred 

degrees Fahrenheit. 

The next four conclusions form the basis for deter- 

mining the damage to a timber structure. These recom- 

mendations are not absolutely definite because there are 

not sufficient data on which to base exact procedures, 

but these recommendations will give results that are 

approximately correct. At any rate the stipulatións lie 

on the side of greater safety. Evidently if someone will 

undertake to perform further test.s to determine fire 

damage not only to wooden structural members but to 

members made of other structural materials, more exact 

methods of determining fire damage will probably be found 

to replace these approximate methods. 



1. Timbers which have been in a siriouldering fire 

should be reDlaced if the outer fibers are charred, 

scorched, or brittle. 

2. All timbers that have been charred should be 

replaced if they are subject to large imnact loads, 

that is, fifty percent or more of the total load. 

3. The beaMngs and points where metal fittings 

have been used should be examined very carefully for 

damage because the structure will probably fail at some 

such point. 

4. The remaining strength of the charred timber 

should be calculated on the basis of the original design 

stresses and the reduced area. The reduced area for 

columns should be the actual remaining area of unheated 

wood; for beams, the area may be computed by ignoring 

the rounding of the corners. 
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APPENDIX I 

List of sotuces from which any amilable information was re- 
quested in latter part of 1914. 

Alabama Polytechnic Institute 
University of Alabama 
Anerioaxt Association of State Highway Officials 
American Institute of Steel Construction 
Amerioan Railway Engineerimg Association 
American Society for Testing Materials 
American Wood Preservers Association 
University of Arizona 
University of Arkansas 
University of British Columbia 
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklpii 
Brown University 
Bucknell University 
California Institute of Technology 
University of California 
Canada, Department of Mines and Resources, Lands, Parks and Forests 

Branch, Forest Products Laboratories 
Carnegie Institute of Technology 
Case School of Applied Science 
Catholic University of Anrica 
University of Cincinnati 
The Citadel 
Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina 
Colorado School of Mines 
Colorado State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts 

University of Colorado 
*Columbia University 
Cooper Union Institute of Technology 
Cornell University 
Dartmouth College 
University of Delaware 
University of Detroit 
Drexel Institute of Technology 
Duke University 
University of Florida 
Georgia School of Technology 
University of Georgia 
Hartrard University 
University of Idaho 
Illinois Institute of Technology 
University of Illinois 
Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts 

State University of Iowa 
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Johns Hopkins Univeraitr 
Kansas Stato College of Agriculture and Applied Soienoe 
University of Kansas 
University of Kentucky 
Lafayette College 
Lehigh University 

**Louisiana Stato University 
University of Louisville 
University of Maine 
Marquette University 
University of Maryland 
Massachusetts Ixiatitute of Technology 
Michigan College of Mines and Technology 
Michigan State College of Agriculture and Applied Science 
University of Michigan 
University of Minnesota 
Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy 
University of Missouri 
Montana School of Mines 
Montana State College 
Montana State University 
Natiorl Committee on Wood Utilization 
National Lumber Manufacturers Association 
University of Nebraska 
University of Nevada 
University of New Hampshire 
University of New Mexico 
New Mexico Stata College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts 
College of the City of New York 
New York University 
Newark College of Engineering 
North Carolina State College of Agriculture and Engineering 
University of North Dakota 
Northeastern University 
Northwe stern University 
Norwich University 
Ohio State University 
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College 
Oregon State College 
Pennsylvania State College 
University of Pennsylvania 
University of Pittsburgh 
Portland Cement Association 
Pratt Institute 
Prieton University 
Purdue University 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
Rhode Island State College 
Rice Institute 
University of Rochester 



Ro80 Polyteohnio Institute 
Rutgers University 
University of Santa Clara 
South Dakota State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts 
South Dakota Stats School of Mines 
Southern Methodist University 
Leland Stanford University 
Stevens Institute of Technology 
Swarthxnore College 
Syracuse University 
Taylor-Colquitt Company 
University of Tennessee 
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas 
Texas Technological College 
University of Texas 
Thons S. Ciarkson Memorial College of Technology 
Timber Engineering Company 
Tufts College 
Tulane University of Louisiana 
Underwriters Laboratories, Inoorporated 
Union College 
United States Coast Grd Academy 
United States Department of Agriculture, Forest 
*Ujted States Department of Conmieroe, National 
*tJnjted States Navy Department 
*United States Maritime Commission 
Utah Stato Agricultural College 
University of Utah 
Vanderbilt University 
Virginia Military Institute 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
University of Virginia 
State College of Washington 
Washington University (St. Louis) 
University of Washington 
West Coast Luxthermens Association 
West Virginia University 
Western Pine Association 
University of Wisconsin 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Yale University 

iii 

Products Laboratories 
Bureau of Standards 

* T1se organizations have information but it i not available at the 
present time. 

** A similar project based primarily on Southern Pine has been started 
here. 
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APPENDIX II 

THODS USED AT TBE FOREST PRODUCTS lABORATORY FOR TI 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF PULPS AND PULPWOODS 

Compiled by MARK W. BRAY, Senior Chemist 

Revised September 1939 

PREPARATION OF MATERIALS 

Saiipling 

The sample chosen for chemical analysis must be representa- 
tive of the material under consideration. 

Wood Sample 

The wood sample is reduced to particles that will pass a 

60-mesh standard sieve either (1) by cutting into sawdust with a cir- 

cular saw according to the method described by Schorger and then 

grinding in a disk mill of the Bauer Type, or by passing small pieces 

of the size of pulpwood chips through a Wiley laboratory type mill or 
e. Koerner type mill. 

A power sifter should be used in order to secure a better 
separation of the finely divided material, which clings tenaciously to 

the coarser particles, this can be done by shaking the sieves by hand. 

The portion remaiiiLng on an 80-mesh sieve is retained for analysis, 

while the portion passing the 80-mesh sieve is rejected. The air-dry 

sample ia kept in a sealed glass jar, so that the moisture content is 

maintained approximately constant during the course of the analysis. 

ANALYTI CAL PROCEDURE 

All results except percentage of moisture are calculated and 

reported on the basis of the weight of the oven-dry material. The 

metric system is used throughout these methods, namely, all weights 

are in grams and volumes in milliliters. 



Moisture 

Gravimetric 

Two to four grams of air-dry material are weighed in a 
glass-stoppered weighing bottle and are dried to constant weight in 
an oven at 1050 C., which usually requires from 3 to 5 hours. The 
weighing bottle, containing the sample, is then closed, cooled in a 
dessicator over concentrated sulfuric acid, and weighed. 

The percentage of moisture in the material is calculated 
by nans of the following formula: 

Weight of moist sample - Weight of oven-dry material -xlOO : Per- Weight of moist sample 

centage of moisture in the material. 

Water Solubility 

Hot Water 

V 

Two grams of air-dry material, the moisture content of which 
has been previously determined, or of oven dry sawdust or pulp, are 
digested with 100 ini. of distilled water in a 200 ml. Erlenineyer flask 

provided with a reflux condenser. The flask is placed in a boiling 
water-bath, the water level of which is maintained constant, just above 

the solution in the Erlenmeyer flask. 

After the water in the bath has boiled gently for 3 hours, 
the contents of the Erlenmeyer flask are transferred to a tared alundum 
crucible, washed with hot water, dried, cooled over concentrated sul- 

furic acid, and. weighed in a stoppered weighing bottle. The amount 

soluble in hot water is calculated as a percentage of the oven-dry 

weight of material as follows: 

Oven-dry weight of sample -Oven-dry weight of extracted material 100 
Oven-dry weight of sample 

= Percentage of material soluble in hot water. 
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One Percent Caustic Soda Solubility 

Two grams of air-dry material, the moisture content of 
which has been previously determined, or of oven-dry wood or pulp are 
placed in a 250-ml. beaker to which is added 100 ml. of 1 percent 
sodium hydroxide solution. The beaker is covered with a watch glass 
and is placed in a bath of boiling distilled water for exactly i hour. 
The height of the water in the bath is nmintained level with the 
solution in the beaker. The contents of the beaker are occasionally 
stirred with a glass rod. The insoluble terial is then collected in 
a tared alundum crucible, thoroughly washed successively with hot 
distilled water, dilute acetic acid (approxinate1y lO percent by 
weicht), and hot water, dried to constant weight in an air oven at 
105uC., cooled in a stoppered weighing bottle placed in a dessicator 
over concentrated sulfuric acid, and weighed. The difference in the 
weight of the oven-dry sample and that of the oven-dry insoluble 
naterial is the portion soluble in alkali. 

The percentage of iitaterial soluble in 1 percent sodium 
hydroxide solution is calculated as follows: 

Oven-dry weight of sample - Oven-dry weight of insoluble material 
100 Oven-dry weight of sale 

= Percentage of 1 percent IaOH soluble material. 

The results are reported as a percentage of the oven-dry weight of the 
material. 

The value for the alkali-solubility may be corrected for 
water solubility by subtracting the percentage of hot water soluble 
material from that of the 1 percent alkali soluble material. This cor- 
rection is made ur,der the assumztion that all the material soluble in 
hot water is also soluble in 1 percent sodium hydroxide solution. 

The preceding section is taken from the manual published by 
the Forest Products Laboratory. 
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.APPENDIX III 

FIRE RETARDANT TREAThIENTS FOR WOOD 

Several processes have been in use involving the injection 
of chemicals into wood to make it more or less fire retardant, For 

interior work ammonium phosphate and ammonium sulphate and eoinbiim- 
tions of them have been much used for this purpose. Other chemicals 
that have been used or proposed are ammonium chloride, sodium borate 
and zinc chloride. Most of these chemicals are soluble and would be 
washed out where exposed to the weather and possibly when used iii 

floors if the floors are cleaned by washing. 

For outside use a combined treatment with sodium borate and 
zinc chloride has been proposed and in laboratory tests found fairly 
efficient. The resulting salt, a zinc borate, is less soluble than the 

other salts mentioned. 

If a suffioient amount of the above chemicals is injected 

it will make the wood fire retardant in the sense that it will not 

flame at ordinary temperatures although at higher temperatures it will 

char and the volatiles will distill off and burn. 

Fire retardant surface treatments for wood generally have 

only minor value in preventing ignition from contact with small 
flames, due to the thinness of the film and its rapid destruction in 

contact with flame. Practically all well maintained paint coatings 

have soins fire retardant value in this respect, but none can be con.- 

sidered as affording any considerable protection. As conclusion troni 

a series of tests with different kinds of standard and retardant paints 

conducted at the Bureau some years ago it was concluded that as much 

or more fire retardant effect can be obtained with whitewash and sodiuni 

silicate as with any proprietary paint, as it cccerns inside use. 

Sodium silicate solution is made by diluting one volume of 

commercial water glass solution, 1.39 specIfic gravity, with two 

volumes of water, The whitewash solution is made by mixing ten parts 

slaked or hydrated linie, and one part Portland cement with salt water 

to a thin solution. 

Another formula for whitewash known as the "Government" or 

"Lighthouse" formula: - Slake one half bushel of unslaked lime with 

boiling water, keeping it covered during the process; strain it and 

add a peck of salt dissolved in warm water; three pounds of ground 

rice, put in boiling water and boil to a thin paste; one half pound 
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powdered Spanish whiting and a pound of clear glue dissolved in hot 
water; mix these well together and let the mixture stand for several 
days. Keep the wash thus prepared in a kettle or portable furnace, 
arid when used put it on as hot as possible with painter's or whitewash 
brushes. 

National Bureau of Standards 
April 5, l9LO. 
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APPENDIX IV 

Report of tests of Charred Floor Beams taken from 
the Union Pacific Dock in Seattle. November 8, 1929 

Six, six by sixteen Douglas Fir beams were tested to failure 
by a mid-span concentrated load applied to simple span of twelve feet. 
Pieces one and two were undamaged and creosoted; pieces three and four 
were thoroughly charred to a depth of about one half inch without 
severe checking or cracking; pieoes five and six were severely charred 
and burned along seasoning checks. The damaged material in five and 
six exceeded an overall average depth of three fourths inch on each 
surface. 

The test data and calculated maximum bending stress and 
modulus of elasticity based on reduced sections are: 

Table I. Results of Tests for Union Pacific Railroad 

: : : Maximum : Modulus of : 

Piece : Load : Deflection : stress : elasticity : Type of 

: kips : inches : kips/sq.in : kips/sq.in_: failure 

1 : 39.824. : O.9L. : 6,52 : 1,552 : Tension 
2 : 39.96 : 1.12 : 6.5L. : 1,300 z Tension 

3 : 31.16 : 1.00 : 7.11 : 1,695 : Tension 
14 : 35.70 : 1.00 : 8.15 : l,9L.2 : Tension 

5 : ll.3L : 0.75 : 3.114. Z 1,060 : Longitudinal 

: : : : : shear 

6 : 18.60 : 0.75 : 5.]i. : l,L.00 : Longitudinal 

------- 
: : : : : shear 

The strength and modulus of elasticity were improved by the 

heat treatirent of pieces three and four where the damage amounted to 

loss of section only. These effects did not appear in pieces five and 

six which were severely damaged internally by penetration of the fire 

due to seasoning cracks greatly weakening the resistance to longi- 

tudinal shear. In all oases improved strength and modulus of elasti- 

city were more than offset by reduction in section. 



APPENDIX V 

TBE EFFECT OF FIRE 
on the 

STRENGTH OF STRLTCTITRAL TIMBERS 

Purpose: 

xi 

These tests were made to determine what effect fire has on 
certain strength properties of structural timbers, providing the fire 
has not penetrated to too great a depth into the faces of the member. 

Material: 

Material for these tests was selected from the Conneotiout 
Street dock of the Seattle Port Conunission, which had been through a 
severe fire June 3, 1937. 

Timbers were selected as much as possible for a uniform fire 
penetration of one half inch, although the only large member available 
bad greatly exceeded this specification. Unforeseen delays prevented 
the material being made available for testing until the latter part of 

December, so that from June !. until December 28, 1937, the timbers were 

loft exposed to the weather. 

Method of Testing: 

All charcoal was scraped from the sides of each member, in 

order that an accurate record could be made of all defects such as 

knots and checks. One ll4.O length was cut from each beam and tested 

ori a 12'O" span in static bending with center evading. Each beam was 

placed in the machine so that the top face of the beam as placed in 

the dock remained the top face during the test. At the completion of 

each test moisture discs were taken for moisture content and specific 

gravity determinations. These discs were approximately 1" x 1" x 

the shell sections being taken just inside the blackened part of the 

good wood. 

To compare the strength properties of the beam in its present 

state to those properties prior to the fire, small beam sections were 

taken from various parts of the original beam. These would not give an 

exact figure, but can be taken as indicative. It was not always pos- 

cible to obtain a standard 2" x 2" x 30" olear straight grain piece, 

due to knots, pitch pockets and fractures developed in the beam as a 

whole, therefore many times smaller specimens had to be taken. These 



Comparative Sbrength of Charrd Beams 
With the. Oriinai '.00d 

: : : : : : : ' : : : :Stress: 

: : :Rinfs: % :Specific Gravity:Lioisture Con1ent: Slope : Modulus : Modulus :at Fr 

Size : Net Size : per :Sunner : . : : : : oi : of : o' : por- :Shear 

: before Fire: after Fire :Inch : Wood Shell : Core : Shell : Core Grain : ElasUcity: Rupture :tìonal: 

: (inches) : (inches) : : : : : : : :. :. :Liinit 

CHARRED Beam l: 5- x 7- : 5 7/16 x 7 1/8 : 7 : 15 : .LC2 : .141 : 2O.2 l5.E3 : Straight : 2,056,696 : 5,6lk. : L.3OL. ; 139 

Av. (6) ; ; ; ; ; ; 12.11% ; ; 1,6e3,55 ii,o6 7699 : L.02 

small beams : : : : : : : : : : : ¡ 

CHARRED Beam jj: 5 x 7* : 5 x 7 1/8 : 15 : 35 : .LO6 : .L.O5 : 15.0 lL.5 : Straiht : l,8lL,352 ¡ 7,616 : 5106 : 168 

Av. (6) : : : : : : : : : : : 

small beams : : : : : : : 12.91 : ¡ 1,697,310 : 11,702 : 6288 : L23 

CARRED Beam -3 5: x 13 5 x 1 12 25 .) (9 L22 17.8 l7. 1" in 12" 1,L1O,7O . o,902 1i192 312 
Av. (8) : : : : : : : : : : : 

small beams : : : : : : : iL..i6 : : 1,582,815 : 9,261 : 7013 : 331 

CEARRED Beam L1: 5 x l3- : 5 1/16 x 12 : ) :15-20 : .38L. : .38L. : lL.L lL.2 : 1" in 8" : 1,398,101 : 5,1L5 : 2731 : 223 
Av. (6) : : : : : : : : : : : 

small beams : : : : : : : 11.10 : : 1,56L,O81 : 10,902 :. 7O8L. : 386 

CI) Beam 3 5/8 x 7 3 x 6 1b 16 27 .308 .372 19.L 18.3 Straight 1,77,l66 5,071 . 3381 118 

Av. (5) : : : : : : : : : : : 

small beams : : : : : : : 12.12 : : 1,882,690 : 11,155 : 8131 : 386 

CILARED Beam : 9 3/î r il 1/)4 6 1 .381 .?1 20.2 : 1' in l" 2,150,025 5,L68 2800 21L 

Av. (6) : : : : : : : : : : : : 

small beams : : : : : : : 16.89 : : l,1L.,763 : 9,67L . 6LOL. :. 358 



CHARRED BEAMS 
SUMMARY OF SMAlL BFJJ.( TESTS 

: -- :'Moisture : Modulus of : Modulus of : stress at Pro- : 

: Size : Content : Elasticity : Rpure : portional Limit : Shear 
CHARRED BRA!( frl 

Small beam l : 1.20" x 1.22" x l7" : 11.67 : 1,550,578 : 12)492 : 852)4 Z 

2 : 1,22 x 1,20 x l7 : 11.56 : l,7OLi,Li.33 : 12,701 : 8816 
86Th 

: 

519 3 : 1.22 X 1.22 X 171 : 12.15 : 2,l3L,6O3 : l!j,89O : z 

14 : 1.22 X l.2Í4 x 17 : 10.88 : 1,632,025 : 10,215 : 7637 
62U6 

: 362 
5 : 1.20 X 1.22 X 17 : 12.26 : 1,633,286 s 9,553 : : 333 
6 : 2.00 x 2.00 x 28 : 1L.)ii. : i,6L.6,!j.00 : 9,188 : 6300 : 328 

Average : : 12.11 : l,683,551-j. : 11,506 : 7699 : Li.02 cuRDBE2 
Small beam#1 1.2)4 x 1.28 x l7-- : 11.614. : 1,733,052 t 12,662 : 9561 : L.63 

2 : l.2L. x 1.26 x 17Ì : 11,67 : l,36,537 : l2,93L. : 9067 : Ls.66 
3 : 1.50 X 1.50 x 20 : 1L.55 : 1,O77,L)4 : 8,578 : 8000 z 322 
14. : 2.00 X 2.00 x 28 : 13.01 : 1,715,000 : 11,760 : 8925 : L2O 
5 : 2,00 x 2,00 X 28 : 13.53 : 1,883,137 : 12,285 : 7350 : Li.39 
6 : 2.00 x 2,00 x 28 z 13,OLi. : 1,938,696 z 11,996 : 6825 

___ 

z L28 
Average t : 12.91 : 1,697,310 : 11,702 : 8238 t 

CHARRED BEAM #3 
Small beam#1 t 2.00 x 2.00 x 28 : ].L.6o : 1,517,115 : 9,739 z 6038 : 3LB 

2 : 2,00 x 2,00 x 28 t ].L.38 : 1,509,200 : 10,290 : 6930 z 368 
3 t 2.00 x 2.00 x 28 t lLi..]li. s 1,715,000 : 8,978 : 6825 : 321 
14 : 2.00 X 2.00 x 28 : ].L..O2 : 1,803,926 t 10,500 z 7L55 : 375 
5 t 2.00 x 2,00 x 28 t lL.514 : t 7350 : 3L2 
6 : 1.25 x 1.25 x 17 z lLi.51 : 1,355,859 : 6,381. : 56L5 : 228 
7 t 1.25 X 1.25 X 17 : lL..5O z 1,141,200 : 8,736 t 7258 : 312 
8 : 1.25 x 1.25 x l7 z 12.75 t 1,801,190 : 9,879 : 8602 : 353 

Average : : 1!i.18 : 1,582,515 t 9,261 : 7013 331 
CHARRED BEAM 
Small beain#1 : 1.25 X l.2Li x l7 : lO.ij.O : 1,655,322 : 11,063 z 7239 : 392 

2 : 1.25 X 1.21i. x 17 : 10.59 : 1,580,195 t lO,ijh8 t 7102 : 370 
3 : 1.214 X 1.2)4 X 17 : 11.78 t 1,651,580 : 10,326 : 7022 : 366 
14 t l.2L. x 1.2L. x 17- : ll.3Li : 1,511,2)49 : 12,185 : 6609 : L.32 
5 : 1.214. X 1.2)4 X l7- : l0.8t : 1L.70,)405 : io,L.6L. : 6609 : 371 
6 z 1.25 x 1.25 x 17j : ii.66 : 1,515,731i. : 10,926 : 7921 t 38Lj. 

Average : : 11.10 : l,5óLi,O8l : 10,902 : 

- 
7084 : 386 

CHARRED BEAM #5 
Small beam#1 : 1.20 x 1.20 x l7 : 12.11 : 2,010,228 : io,631i. : 8507 : 365 

2 : 1.20 x i.2L x 17 : li.!8 : 1,9Li.O,876 : ii,666 : 8251 ? 143 
3 : 1.20 X 1.20 x l7 : 11.98 : 1,809,203 : 8, 203 : 6380 : 281 

145 14. : 1.20 X 1.22 X l7 t 12.90 : 1,827,085 t 11,905 : 76Lj2 : 

5 : 1.20 X 1.20 x 17 : 12.13 : 1,626,059 : 13,368 : 

11,155 
987!i. 
8131 

: L.58 
386 Average : : 12.12 t 1,882,690 t t 

CHARRED BE.A 4L6 

Small beam#1 t 1.50 x 1.50 x 20 : 15.56 : l,580,2L7 : 9,111 : 6oL t 3Lj2 
2 t 1.50 X 1.50 X 20 t 16.99 : 2,031,7Li.6 : 10,889 : 8000 z L.O8 

3 t 1.50 X 1.L.7 x 20 s 18.07 t 2,O1L.,782 t 10,366 : 666L. z 38]. 
14. : 1,96 x 1.96 x 28 t 16.35 : l,70!.,399 : 9,929 : 6136 t 3L8 
5 : 1.96 x 1.98 x 28 z 17.93 z 1,820,7Li5 s 9,3L.7 : 579Lj. z 330 
6 : 1.98 x 1.98 x 28 : i6.L3 : 1,736,657 : 9,6OL. : 5789 z 3L.0 

Average : : 16.89 : 1,B]4,763 : 9,8'fl.i. t oJ.oL. t 358 
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small beams were also placed in the testing machine in the same 

relative position they occupied in the beam; that is, that face of the 
2x2 towards the top of the beam remained the top face during the test. 

The net measurements of the large beam after the fire repre- 
sent the average dimension measurements taken at both ends and where 
cuts were made for moisture discs and small beams specimens, when they 

could be accurately taken. 

Conclusions: 

For charred beam Nos. 1, 2 and 6, the modulus of elasticity 

is somewhat higher than that indicated by the average of the small 

beam tests for the same members. However, the modulus for Nos. 3, )- 

and 5 is lower, but this may be attributed to the greater ntmiber of 

defects in these beams. Nos. 3 and L1., in which the greatest difference 

occurred, each had a number of large checks which were no doubt the 

result of the fire and these, coupled with the steep slope of grain, 

greatly reduced the stiffness of the beam. In this strength property 

it appears that fire adds somewhat to the stiffness of a beam. 

In other strength properties fire has no effect as the 

modulus of rupture, the stress at proportional limit and horizontal 

shear figures are all within the normal range for this grade of 

material. 

Had these pieces been tested immediately following the fire, 

an entirely different set of results might be found due to oase 

hardening, but insofar as no pieces were tested in this condition, 

the subject will be left open. 
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APPENDIX VI 

Report of Tests Made at the Underwriters Laboratories 

The tests were to determine the ultimate resistance against 
fire of protected and unprotected columns as used in the interior of 
buildii,gs. The columns were placed in a furnace under a oonstant load. 
The temperature was raised according to the standard time-temperature 
fire exposure curve. 

The tests were conducted jointly by the Associated Factory 
Mutual Fire Insurance Companies, The National Board of Fire Under- 
writers, and the Bureau of Standards. The timber columns were 
supplied by the following organizations: 

National Lumber Manufacturers Association 
Southern Pine Association 
West Coast Lumbermens Association 

The tests of timber columns included four with long leaf 
yellow pine and two with Douglas fir, these two species being chosen 
on account of wide use in heavy timber construction. The yellow pine 
columns were cut from timber grown in Pike County, Mississippi. The 
Douglas fir columns caine from the northern Douglas fir region of the 
Pacific Coast. 

The chief characteristics of the timber are given in Table I 
The columns were select structural material with few knots or other 
defects. They were surfaced on all four sides and the corners were 
slightly beveled. The number of annual rings and the percentage of 
sumrnerwood were determined on a representative line over the third, 
fourth, and fifth inches from the pith, the values given being the 
averages for the two end faces, The rosin content was obtained by 
extracting borings from representative points in the section with 
benzol and drying to constant weight at seventy degrees Centigrade. 

The moisture content and the dry weight were determined from 
disks one inch thick cut two feet and four feet from the end of a 
timber of the same size as the test columns and which had been sub-. 
jected to the saine storage conditions. These were dried to constant 
weight at one hundred degrees Centigrade, the percentage moisture, 
which inoludes besides water other substances volatile at the given 
temperature, being based on the dry weight. In point of general 
quality of material the test columns conformed to the requirements 
of published specifications for structural timber. 



Table I. Properties of Timbers in Test Columns 

Dimensions : No.of Summei- 7*Rin z *Mojstjje :Wt./Cu. ft. lbs. 

Test : Species : of Section z Rings : wood : Content z Content : **As z *Oven 

No : z inches z inch z z z : Tested : Dry 

i : Longleaf z 1]. 5/16 11 1/2 : i!. : 35 : : z 14.3 

: pine z z z z t z 

2 
: 

: Longleaf 
z 

z 11 1/li. x 11 
z 

1/li z 

: 

17 z 

: z 

50 z s 

s 

* 

: 

* 

z pine 
s 

: 

z 

: 

z 

z 

z 

: : 

s 7.07 : 17.1 z 

z 

: 3Li.7 

3 s Longleaf : 11 i/li. x 11 5/16 z 11 : 35 : : 2 14.3 

: pine z 2 z z z 

Longleaf 11 3/8 11 3/8 : lLj. z 35 : z : t6.7 

: pine z : : : z z 

5 

z 

: Douglas 
: 

: 11 3/B x 11 
z 

3/8 z 

z 

9 z 

: z 

33 z z 

z 

: 36.1 

fir z z z : z 

z z 1.3L z 26.2 * : 30.1 

6 z Douglas : 11 3/8 x 11 3/8 : 10 : 33 : : z 39.0 

z fir : z z z : 

z z t z z 

* Determined from representative samples. 
** Determined by weighing the test columns. 



Table II. Pesults of Fire Test 

: : : : : Time to : s Maximum 

Test z Material : Bearing : Protection : Load : Failure : Furnace z Temperature 

o. : : : : : : Exposure : Bearing 

: : : : : Hr. : Min. : : °C 

1 : Longleaf : Cast Iron : Protected : 118,500 : 2 z 15* z 97.6 360 

Pine : z : : z 

2 : Longleaf : Cast Iron : Unprotected s 118,500 s O : 50 s 105.2 s 510 

Pine : : z : s : : 

3 z Longleaf s Steel : Protected : 118,500 s i s 13 : 103.5 : 56I. 

s Pine z : : z s z 

14 : Longleaf : Steel s Unprotected z 118,500 s 0 z 35 s 113.0 : L.32 

Pine : s s 

5 : Douglas : Cast Iron : Unprotected s 118,500 s O s 145* s io6.6 s 510 

s 

6 s 

Fir : 

Douglas z Steel 
: 

s Unprotected 
s 

z 118,500 
s 

: O : 38 
z 

s io6.i 
z 

: 5L14 

z Fir s s s s $ 
- - - 

s 
- 

s 

Cast Iron cap and pintle failed. Failure occurred at bearing for all columns. 

I-J. 

'J. 
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Each species of timber was tested both with a cast iron cap 
and pintle, and with a steel plate cap. Two of the long leaf pine 

columns were protected by coxmnon methods of covering in use in the in- 
tenor of buildings. The other four colunns were unprotected. 

Except for slight expansion noted during the first few minutes 
of the test, there was a continuous contraction occuring mainly at the 

bearings as shovn in Fig. 1. The temperature in the tiither away from 

the surface and bearings rose very slowly due to evaporation of mois- 

ture and low heat conductivity of wood. This is shown in Fig. 2. The 

depth of char in the unprotected wood indicated a speed of char of 

approximately one inch per half hour. 

The effect that limits the usefulness of timber columns after 
fire exposure, as far as it coxeerns the timber, is surface damage from 

burning away of the wood with consequent reduction of effective sec- 

tion, The amount of reduction in area that can be allowed depends on 

the basis of design. The most critical point is at the bearings. 

The failure being localized at the bearing did. not develop 

the full resistance of the column. The wood was burnt and charred to 

a depth of one fourth to one and one fourth inches involving reductions 

in effective area of twenty-nine to fifty-five percent. One specimen 

three feet long was cut from each of the tested columns and tested in 

compression about ten weeks after the fire test. The results of the 

tests are given in Table III. The results indicate a reduction in 

total load approximately in proportion to the reduction in area, the 

average of the maximum unit loads sustained by the burnt and unburnt 

timber of each species being nearly equal. 

The strength remaining in the timber at the end of the fire 

test was considerably lower than the values given in Table III due to 

its heated condition. 
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Table III. Compressive Strength of Timber after Fire Test. ' Specimens. 

: s : *Mois turo : - 

Test : Species s Section Eefore Test: Section After Test s Reduction : Content s Maximum Load 

No. s s Dimensions : Area : Dimensions : Area : : Total s lbs.Jsq.in. 

i t Longleaf : 11.3 x 11.5 : 129 s 7.9 x 8.L. s 58 : 55 : 15.5 : 370,000 s 6380 

s Pine : : s s s s z : 

2 : Longleaf : 11.2 x 11.2 s 125 : 8.8 x 9.1 : 76 s !4 s lL..Li. s 381,000 s 5010 

s Pine s s s : s s : s 

3 2 Longleaf s 11.2 x 11.3 : 126 s 9.0 x 9.0 : 75 s L.0 s 15.8 : 399,000 s 5320 

: Pine z s : z s s s z 

14. : Longleaf s 11.L. x 1i.L. : 129 z 9.0 x 9.1 z 77 : LO s 16.2 z b75,000 s 6170 

z Pine s s s : : : s s 

z Longloaf : Average z z s s s 15.5 : s 5720 

s Pine s s s : : z z z 

5 z Douglas s ii.L. x ii.L. s 129 s 9.5 x 9.5 : 87 : 33 z 22.7 s 32L.,000 z 3725 

I Fir z s s z z : z s 

6 : Douglas s ii.L. x ii.L z 129 s 10.6 x 10.7 s 91 z 29 : 18.8 s LjOO,000 s !.395 

s Fir s s z z s : z z 

z Douglas : Average : : : s : 20.7 z z Io6o 

s Fir s : : : s : s z 

P-1 : Longleaf z 11.2 X ll.L. : 127 z Specimen of unburnt timber z 19.3 s 750,000 s 5705 

s Pine : s : : s : s s 

F-1 : Douglas s 11.t. x ii.k. z 129 s Specimen of unburnt timber z 18.9 s 502,000 : 3890 

Fir : : z s s z 

F-2 s Douglas s x ii.L1. s 129 : Specimen of unburnt timber s 18.9 s 500,000 z 3875 

Fir : s s : : s 

Douglas s Average : s z : 18.9 s s 3880 

Fir s : s : : z 

tâken near point of failure dried to constant weight at 100° C 
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APPENDIX VII 

Report of Tests Made at the Forest Products 

Laboratories and in Gerinan3f 

The tests at the Forest Products Laboratories were ¡nade to 

determine the charte in the mode of fracture and other properties when 

wood is heated. There were two sets of tests made; one on White ash 

and the other on Sitka spruce. The specimens were cut as shown in 

Fig. 1. The results of the tests are plotted in Fig. 2 and 3. Both 

sets of tests shcwed a marked decrease in toughness with a much 

smaller decrease in crushing strength. The major portion of the change 

occurred in the first few hours. 

The effect of heating upon the hygroscopicity of the wood is 

shown in Fig. 4 and 5. 

The test made in Germany covered a range of 4000C from -200° 

to 4200°C. The results are plotted in Fig. 6, 7, and 8. The results 

form straight lines to approxintately 160°C where the curves bend down. 

The slope of the cu.rves is steeper for the heavier woods. The rela- 

tionship between the density arid the strength is brought out by these 
curves to sorne extent. 

The results of aB. these tests show that heat applied for a 

short time only causes very little chige in the compressive strength, 
of softwoods particularly, but that wood becomes brittle rapidly. 

A further set of tests has been made at the Forest Products 

Laboratory on dry hard maple to determine the effect of prolonged heat-. 

Ing on the loss of weight due to slow distillation. The results are 

tabulated below in Table I. 

Table I. Effect of length of exposure on loss of 

weight of hard maple 

Observed : Approximate Duration of Exposure 

Loss : at Specified Tepperature 

of Weight : 107°C : 120°C : 1400C : 150°C 

Percent : days : days : days : days 

15 1100 : 120 20 : 16 

25 : - 850 : 56 : 34 

35 : - : 3240 r 118 59 

65* : - - : 310 160 

* Only charcoal remained 
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APPENDJJ( VIII 

Ftport of Tests Made at Oregon State College 

Severa], different types of tests were made at Oregon State 
College in the winter of 1941-42. 

The microscopic tests shoved only a change in color as the 
wood was heated. 

The chemical tests, ¡made according to the procedures of 
Appendix II, results of which are listed in Table I, gave results 
which were all within the range of values ctained by the same tests 
on unheated wood. The residues in the test were darker, in both 
cases, for the heated wood. 

Table I. Results of the Chemical Tests 

Moisture : Solubility % 

Treatment : Content % : Hot Water : 1% NaOH 

Heated 6.00 6.2 l6. 

Unheated : 6.45 : 8.5 : 21.4 

The results of the tests on speed of char were as follows: 

Speed of char - approximately i inch/half hour 
Scorched ring inside charred area -- apir oximately 

one-fourth to one-eighth inch in thickness. 

The above results may be seen in Fig. 2 of the main body of 
the thesis. The discussion for all of these tests is incorporated in 
the itialn body of the thesis. 
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Summary of a Senior Thesis 

A Report on an Investigation of the Effect of 
Heat on the Propertïes of Timber, by John L. Geren 

1933 

This thesis covers the tests made at Oregon State College 
in 1933 and some tests made by the National Lumber Manufacturers 
Association. 

Inside the charred wood is a ring, varying in thickness 
with the moisture content o the wood, which has been damaged to some 
extent and shows a tendency to be plastic and broom under column load- 
Ing. This ring occurs in the range of temperatures from the charring 
temperature of wood down to the boiling point of water. The depth of 
this ring depends on the intensity and duration of the fire. 

The pieces tested were heated in a thermostatically controlled 
electric furnace. A thermocouple was inserted in the center of the 
pieces to determine the rise of the inside temperature. The strength 
tests were all mid-span loadings on a ten inch s Imple span. The speci- 
mens were cut from. a single piece of Douglas fir to the dimensions 
ilu X 1". As the grain varied considerably, a coarse and a fine grained 
piece were tested jointly. Half ot the test pieces were heated for one 
hour and the other half for two hours. 

Specimens heated up to and incJ.nding 300° for both one and 
two hours showed no apparent physical c hange after heating with respect 
to discoloration or tharring. Discoloration of thewood began at 4000; 
anì at 5500, the specimens were completely charred. For these small 
specimens the teuperature was nearly uniform throughout the cross- 
section, as can be seen in Table II arid Fig. 2. 

Fig. 1 and Tables I and III show the results of the strength 
test5. A considerable increase in hardness of the wood was noticed as 
the temperatures increased. This was determined from the indentations 
made by the tool of the testing machine. Above 450° the pieces became 
brittle and broke under the tool of the machine. The strength in- 
creases slightly to a poInt between 300° and 400°. From there it drops 
rapidly to zero at 550°. The curve for the deflections, Fig. 1, is 
slightly misleading as the loads applied decreased in about the same 
proportions as the deflection. For a given load, the deflection in- 
creases slightly with a rise in temperature. This is shown in Fig. 4 
where the deflections for a three hundred pound load are plotted. 
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The National Lumber Manufacturers Association's Laboratory 
went into the penetration of heat in structural timbers with a series 
of tests; some of the data is shown in pictorial form in Fig. 3. 

The area of wood between the ranges of 200° and 6000 is 
quite resistant to heat having a steep temperature gradient. The area 
at a temperature of less than 2000 showed a still steeper temperature 
gradient for green wood, but a flatter gradient for dry wood. It is 
apparent therefore than an increased moisture content decreased the 
heat conductivity of timber; but at the same time it subjects the 
wood to steaming increasing the plasticity of the heated wood. 

It may then be said that the penetration of heat and damage 
caused will depend on temperature, time, and moisture content. Fi-orn 

the results obtained, it will appear that any wood heated above 550° 
will be completely destroyed; that from 550° to somewhere between 300° 
and Li.00° will be damaged to some extent; and that below 300° will be 
undamaged. This is true for wood of low moisture content. Green or 
wet wood may lose strength and be weak in compression in the range be- 
tween the boiling point and 300°, due to the steaming effect on the 
wood and the resulting tendency to be plastic. 
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Table I. Results of Strength Tests 

:Deflction at: 
Specimen : Ultimate : Elastic :Maximtnn Load : Type of Failure 

:Stress p.s.i.:Lirnit p.s.i.: in. 

70-l-F : lJ.3OO : 10650 : 0.250 : Horizontal Shear 
70-l-C : 11..300 : 12600 : 0.210 : " 

t? 

200-l-F : 1)4.00 : llLiOO : 0.233 : 
ft 

200-l-C : lL.250 : io600 : 0.207 : 
" 

200-2-F : 13600 : 10150 : 0.265 : 
" It 

200-2-C : ]1.6O0 : 10750 : 0.222 : " 

300-l-F t 15000 : llLj.00 : 0.203 : 
" 

300-l-C : 15800 : 10300 : 0.290 : " 
I, 

00-2-F : l5L00 : 12100 : 0.270 : 
' t? 

300-2-C : 17500 : 13800 : O.2]J. : " 
t? 

L00-l-F : 13500 : 10500 : 0.262 : 
' t? 

)400-l-C : 15000 : 10900 : 0.203 : 
It 

!400-2-F : 12250 : 9000 : 0.190 : " 
It 

LjOO-2-C : 10800 : 10800 :. 0.110 : 
II 

L.50-1-F : 11100 : 9900 : 0.195 : Compression 

L.50-l-C : lléOO : 8700 : 0.165 : 

!.50-2-F : 10700 : 7950 : 0.188 t 
It 

L50-2-C : 11250 : 9600 : 0.170 t 
It 

500-l-F : 9900 : 7500 : 0.170 t 

500-1-C : 9600 : 6900 : 0.150 : " 

500-2-F : 6550 : 6150 : 0.125 : 

500-2-C : L.500 : 3300 : 0.080 " 

550-l-F : O : O : O : Broke before 

550-1-C : O : O : O : being tested 

550-2-F : O : O : O : do. 

550-2-C : O : O : O t do. 
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Table II. Time Temperature Readings 

Time : 200-2-F : 300-2-F : L1.00-2-F : 450-2-F : 500-2-F t 550-2-C 
Min. : F : °F_ : °F : °F : °F : °F 

O: 72 : 7)4 : 74 : 75 : 75 t 75 

5 : 93 : 109 : 137 t 20]. : 178 :' 217 
10 : 113 : 157 : 190 : 253 : 2Li.3 : 256 

15 : 130 : 192 : 221 : 277 : 276 z 285 
20 : 1)4]. : 206 : 236 : 304 z 315 :. 335 
25 : 149 : 217 : 251 : 336 z 353 z 389 

30 : 158 : 227 : 269 : 367 : 393 : LLø 

35 : 161 z 234 
235 

: 277 : 382 : 413 z 477 
40 : 167 : : 289 : 395 : 428 : 501 

!.5 : 170 : 237 : 307 : 412 : !46 z 52L. 

50 : 17)4 : 2L.0 : 316 : 418 z 453 : 542 

55 : 177 : 2)4 z 322 : 419 : 14.56 : 552 

Lo : 179 z 243 : 332 z 420 : 463 : 552 

65 : 179 z 2Li.9 : 337 : 425 : 4614. : 546 

70 : 181 z 252 : 342 : 426 : 468 z 533 
75 : 181 : 253 t 343 : 428 : 470 : 522 

80 : 182 : 256 : 352 : 434 : 473 z 522 

85 z 162 : 261 : 360 : 434 z 475 : 522 

90 : 18L : 26L. : 361 : 434 : 477 z 520 

95 : 186 : 267 :. 361 : 434 : 482 : 522 

100 : 187 ¡ 268 : 363 : 437 : 482 : 530 

105 : 187 ¡ 268 z 366 : 437 : 482 z 534 
110 : 187 z 272 z 366 : 437 482 : 529 

115 : 188 z 274 : 366 : 437 z 482 z 530 

120 s 188 : 274 : 369 : 439 z 482 z 521 

z ¡ z z : 



Table III. Load-Deflection Data 

70-1-F : 70-1-C : 200-1-F : 200-l-c : 200-2-F 
Load : Defi. :Load : Defi, :Load : Defi. :Load : Defi. :Load Defi. 

0:0.000: 0:0.000: 0:0.000: 0:0.000: 0:0.000 
100 : 0.012 : 100 : 0.011. : 100 : 0.0]J.i. : 100 : 0.013 : 100 : 0,016 
200 : 0.029 : 200 : 0,028 t 200 : 0.026 : 200 : 0.027 : 200 : 0.032 
300 : 0.0L.7 : 300 : 0.0L3 : 300 : 0.038 : 300 : O.0t0 : 300 : 0.050 
1400 : 0,06k: Li.00 : 0.056 : LiDO : 0.050 : L.00 : 0.055 : Loo : 0.067 
500 : 0.081 : 500 : 0.071 : 500 : o.o61.. : 500 : 0.071 : 500 : 0.083 
600 : 0.103 : 600 : 0,088 : 600 : 0.079 : 600 : 0.089 : 600 : 0.101 
700 : 0.127 : 700 : 0.108 : 700 : 0.091i. : 700 : 0.110 : 700 : 0.125 
800 : 0.155 : 800 : 0.132 : 800 : 0.116 : 800 : 0.135 : 800 : 0.160 
900 : 0.198 : 900 : 0.172 : 900 : o.iL6 : 900 : 0.171 : 900 : 0.2Li2 

955 : 0.250 : 955 : 0.210 : 962 : 0.233 : 950 : 0.207 : 907 : 0.265 

955 : 0.270 : : : 910 : 0.287 : : : 888 : 0.320 
670:0.3L0: : : : : : : 

200-2-C T00-i-F: 300-1-C : 300-2-F : 300-2-C 
Load : Defl,:Load : Dell. :Load : Defi. :Ld : Defi. :Load : Dofi. 

100 : 0,013 : 100 : 0.013 : 100 : 0.013 : 100 : 0.016 : 100 : 0,012 
200 : 0,027 : 200 : 0.028 : 200 : 0.027 : 200 : 0.028 : 200 : 0.025 
300 : o.oL.i : 300 : 0.0L2 : 300 : 0.0)4 : 300 z 0.0L.3 : 300 : 0.0LO 
1400 : 0.056 : Loo : 0.059 : L.00 : 0.057 : !00 : 0.057 : L00 : 0.053 
500 : 0.070 : 500 : 0.075 : 500 : 0.071 : 500 : 0.071 : 500 : 0.067 
600 z o.o8L. : 600 : 0.093 : 600 : 0.088 : 600 : 0.087 : 600 : 0.080 

700 : 0.103 : 700 : 0,113 : 700 : 0.109 : 700 : 0.lOLi. : 700 : 0,098 

800 : 0.129 : 800 : 0.135 : 800 : 0.135 : 800 : 0,12L. : 800 : 0.112 

900 : 0.168 : 900 z 0.165 : 900 : 0.159 : 900 : 0.150 : 900 : 0.130 

975 : 0,222 :1000 : 0,203 :1000 : 0.210 :1000 : 0.190 :1000 : 0.156 

910 : 0.290 :1000 : 0,2L4 :1000 : 0.2L4D :1015 : 0.198 :1100 : 0.180 
995: 0.280 :1055 : 0.290 :1030 : 0.270 :1166:0.2]4 

i1Öo-i-i _ : liOO-1-C : 1x00-2-F : )00-2-C: L50-1Fiii 
Load : Defi. :Load : Defi. :Ld : Defl. :Load z Dofi.:Load:Defl. 

100 z 0.021 : 100 z 0.012 z 100 z o.oi6 ioo z 0.0iL. z 100 z o.oì6 

200 : 0.038 : 200 : 0.028 : 200 : 0.033 : 200 : 0.030 : 200 z 0.014 

300: 0.053 : 300 :0.0L.0:300: 0,00: 300:0.0L3: 300:0,060 
).00 : 0.070 : tj00 : 0.056 : !O0 : 0.070 : L.00 : 0.058 : Lj00 : 0.080 

500 : 0.085 : 500 : 0.071 : 500 : 0.089 : 500 : 0.O7Lj. : 500 : 0.103 

600 : 0,105 : 600 : 0.085 : 600 : 0.112 z 600 : 0.088 z 60o : 0.130 

700 : 0.130 : 700 : 0.103 : 700 : 0.]J.i.1 : 700 : 0.106 : 700 : 0.162 

800 : o.161 : 800 : 0.128 : 800 : 0.177 720 : 0.110 : 7LØ : 0.195 

820: 0.170:900:0.152:815: 0.190: 500:0,180: 
900 : 0.262 :1000 : 0.203 : Li.65 : 0.260 : 510 : 0.210 : z 

:1000 : 0.226 ¡ ¡ : : : : 

:1000 : 0.2624 : : : z : 

: : 960 z 0.290 : : : : : z 
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Table III (cont.) 

- L5OL-C z 7450-2-F : L5O-2-C z z 500-l-C 
Load : Defi. :Load z Defi. :Load : Defi. :Load z Defl, :Load z Defi, 

100 : 0.013 : 100 : o.oiL z 100 : o.oi6 : 100 : 0.017 z 100 : 0.015 
200:0.028:200:0.032:200:0.032:200:0.033:200:0.030 
300 : 0.0Li3 : 300 : 0.050 : 300 : 0.0143 z 300 z 0.052 z 300 z 0.050 

Loo : o.o60 z L1.00 : 0.069 : Lø0 : 0.063 : )400 : 0.070 z 1400 : 0.068 
500 : 0.075 : 500 : 0.096 : 500 : 0.082 : 500 : 0.0914 : 500 : 0.090 
600:0.0914:600:0.127:600:0.102:600: 0.123:600:0.090 
700 : 0.132 : 700 : 0,163 z 700 : 0.130 z 625 : 0.130 : 6140 : 0.131 
785 : 0.185 : 715 : 0.188 : 750 : 0.170 : 658: 0.170 z 637 z 0.210 

500-2-F : 500-2-C 
Load : Defl. :Load : Defi, 

100 : 0.022 : 100 z 0.018 
200 z 0,0)42 : 200 z 0.0)42 
300 : 0.071 z 300 z 0.080 
350 z 0.080 z z 

1400:0.093: : 

L40:0,125: 
)435:0.liiD: 

Note: All four specimens at 550° failed at zero load. 
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Tests conducted jointly at the Taylor-Colquitt Company 
of Spartanburg, South Carolina, and Oregon 

State College 

This work was undertaken in developing a more rapid method for 
drying large timbers. This process is described in U. S. Patent 
2,273,039, issued February 17, 1942. Patents for Improvements on the 
apparatus and method described are pending. The process is briefly as 
follows: 

Material to be dried is placed in some suitable closed 
vessel such as a creosoting cylinder, the vapor of some orgaiic mater- 
ial such as creosote or petroleum is introduced into thevessel, this 
vapor envelops and heats the wood distilling the water from it. The 
temperature of the vapor is usually close to that of the boiling point 
of the material being vaporized. It has been found that temperatures 
up to 350°F are optiniuni although temperatures as high as 4800 to 50(30 
have been used, The vapor mixture of hydrocarbon and water distilled 
from the od is led to a dual condenser system, the f irst of which 
lowers the temperature enough to remove most of the hydrocarbon, leav- 
ing water and some steam dissolved hydrocarbon in vapor phase, this 
later mixture is led to a condenser where the temperature is reduced to 
below that of the boiling point of water; subseient].y if the water and 
drying medium are immiscible they are separated by a device similar to 
a separatory funnel, the oil being returned to the vaporizer to be re- 
volatilized and the water discharged to waste. If the mixture is 
miscible, it is necessary to employ a series of fractionating columns 
to separate the water from the drying medium. 

It has been found that at temperatures above 450°F the spool- 
mens show large weight losses, and also that the rate of drying not 
increased at those temperatures nmch above that obtained at lower tern- 
peratures, such as 350°F where weight losses are negligable. 

A study of the effect of these drying media was made in lab- 
oratory equipment d the findings are in agreement with those observed 
in operation of the pilot plant. 

This was conducted as follows: 

From a single cross tie of southern pine were cut s ections 
36" x 1" x 11411, aU clear sapwood; thesewere then divided into twelve 
pieces 3*1 x 1" x 1/4". Adjacent 36" stripswere paired as (1) controls 
and (2) specimens to be vapor treated. 

AU specimens were oven dried and weighed, and densities 
determined by mercury displacement. The controlsere then immersed 
in water for 48 hours after impregnating them with water. The swollen 
volume was determined and the specimens again oven dried and their 
volume determined. 
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The controls were then extracted with benzol for 16 hours, 
:in a Soxhiet, oven dried and weighed. After determing the dried, ex- 
tracted volume the specimens were again swelled in water and subsequent- 
ly oven dried, volunies being determined at both conditions. 

The oven-dried specinena for treatment were suspended n the 
apparatus shown in Fig. 1. After checking the apparatus for freedom 
from leaks , the epipment was placed under a slight vacuum, 2 to 3" of 
mercury by nans of an aspirator bottle The flask containing the 
specimens and coal tar fraction was heated until the latter was boiling. 
Note that the specimen was suspended in the vapor above the boiling 
liquid. The luid was refluxed at its boiling point for e ight hours. 
The reflux was offset in the stopper of the flask so that the returning 
liquid would riot fall on the specimens. The trap shown collected any 
water resulting from the decomposition of the wood. Noncondensables 
were absorbed by rais of the absorption train shown. The dehydrite re- 
uoved any water escaping the condenser. The ascarite retained anr CO2 
forned and the sulfuric acid was used to retain any unsaturated coin- 
pounds coming off. 

After treatment the specimens were weighed, then extracted 
16 hours with benzol, oven dried, weighed and volumes determined. They 
were then swelled in water 48 hours and subsequently oven tried, vol- 
unies were determined at both conditions. 

Referring to Fig. 2, it will be seen that wood weight losses 
are negligable until temperatures exceeding 18000 were employed; above 
this temperature the losses increase rapidly until at 22000 they in- 
crease tremendously with only a slight difference in temperature. 

It was found that these losses could be accounted for approxL- 
¡nately as follows: 

(1) dissolving by refluxing in wood; 24% of loss 

(2) decomposed to 002 or other acidic substances; 14% of loss 

(3) decomposed to water; 62% of loss 

Fig. 3 is self-explanatory. It will be seen that there is 
less volume change in the treated specimens as the temperature of the 
treatment increases. This is in line with the results obtained by 
Stamm of Forest Products Laboratory in heating wood specimens by direct 
heat (not using a vapor). The anti-volume-change efficiency curve 
shows this more clearly. The results shown are calculated by the method 
described in a paper by Stamm and Seborg, published in the "Southern 
Lujerinantt, December 15, l93. 
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Fig. 5, which shovrs the densities of the specimens, shows 
little correlation betveen density chane cad temperature of treat- 
mont. Aithough thès heating was done in the presence of neutral coal 
tar fractions, it is not believed that the decomposition shovin could 
have been to any considerable extent the result of chemical action. 
This is predominantly a temperature effect. 

The strength tests -vere all made at Oregon State College. 
1)ue to the small size of the specimens it was necessary tn cnstruot 
speoial apparatus for the tests. This anparatus is shown in Fig. 6. 
The loads were measured by means of the dyneter, made by Schiffer 
and Budenbur, Foxboro, asa., which reads from zero to two hundred 
pounds by two pound intervals. The loading fram was part of a otap 
machine One clamp was made from a pipe strap and a nail while the 
other was a tension grip from a larger machine. 1id-span loading 
was usej. 

Fi 6 aratus for strength tests 

The results of the strength tests plotted in Fig. 7 show a 
marked increase in strength of the heated wood for most of the temp- 
eratures used. This may be due to the effect of extraction with benzol 
on the untrated wood. The treated wood is much harder than the urrbre- 
ated wood and was probably less affected by the benzol. Also the 
moisture content of the treated wood is much lower. Table I and II give 
the data secured in the tests. The results plotted in Fig. 7 are in 
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terns of the percent of the original strength as determined by the 
controls. 

As the author 1nows nothing regarding the results on struc- 
tural sized timbers, no attempt will be nade to suggest the probable 
effect of this method of drying on structural timbers except that the 
strengths will not be increased as they were for small specimens. 

The Taylor-Colquitt Company is doing additional work on 
this process and can probably give any additional information desired. 
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Table I. Summary of Test Results 

Transverse bending mid-span loading 2.25 inch span 

- Southern yellow pine 
: : : :Weight- :Breaking:% of :Treatiuent 

:Width Thickness :Breaking :ed Av. :Stress :Control:Teniperature 

No.:Inches :tnches :Load lbs.:oad1bssi. :Stress: °C 

Samples: 
:i. : 0.61 : 0.18 : 51 : 48 : ,9OO: 85 : 222 
2 : 0.61 : O.1B : 76 : 70 : 12,800: 110 : 220 

3 : 0.65 : 0.17 t 95 : 94 : 16,300: 143 : 212 

4 0.64 : 0.19 : 134 : 143 : 18,800: 143 : 202 

5 : 0.68 : 0.19 : 124 : 128 : 15,800: 122 : 209 
6 0.66 : 0.18 : 112 : 108 : 18,400: 131 : 197 

7 : 0.62 : 0.16 : 86 : 102 : 18,400: 161 : 183 
8 : 0.69 : 0.17 : 114 : 115 : 18,800: 165 : 175 

9 t 0.69 : O 17 : 119 : 121 : 19,800: 164 : 168 

10 : 0.66 t 0.21 t 165 : 153 : 19,600: 172 : 157 

11 : 0.70 : 0.16 : 106 t 126 t 20,300: 152 : 148 
12 : 0.62 : 0.17 : 107 : 105 t 19,100: 118 : 141 

Cotro1s: 
1 0.63 : 0.19 : 71 : 77 : 10,400 
2 0.62 : 0.18 : 67 : 62 : 11,600 

3 : 0.66 : 0.17 : 40 : 39 : 6,700 

4 : 0.65 : 0.18 : 85 : 77 : 13,300 
5 : 0.69 : 0,20 : 103 : 107 : 13,000 
6 : 0.65 : 0.17 : 73 : 82 : 14,100 
7 : 0.63 : 0.15 t 22 : 19 t 5,100 
8 : 0.69 : 0.16 : 58 : 62 : 10,000 

9 : 0.68 : 0.18 : 78 : '73 : 12,100 
10:: 0.64 : O 19 : 91 : 85 : 11,200 

11 : 0.68 : 0.15 : 58 : 54 : 13,400 
12 : 0.61 : 0.15 : 72 : 66 : 16,100 
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Table II. Results of Load Tests 

i-__ Saniples : Controls 
Width Thickness Breaking : Width Thickness Breaking 
Inches Inches Load lbs. : Inches Inches Load lbs. No. 
0.60 0.21 84 : 0.60 0.15 42 
0.61 0.19 55 : 0.63 0.21 79 
0.62 O.1 54 : 0.59 0.19 64 
0.63 0.14 36 : 0,60 0.19 64 
0.54 O.]. 38 : 0.69 0.20 83 
0.59 0.18 60 : 0.65 0.19 72 
0.64 0.18 51 : 0.62 0.17 60 
0.59 0.18 44 : 0.65 0.19 83 
0.60 0.17 51 0.65 0.20 85 
0.58 0.16 34 : 0.65 0.20 86 
0.63 0.18 50 0.65 0.19 76 
0.65 0.19 58 : 0.6]. 0.16 57 

2 0.51 0.18 84 : 0.53 0.17 61 2 
0.54 0.19 52 : 0.68 0.17 79 
0.62 0.16 '76 : 0.66 0.20 67 
0.61 0.21 90 : 0.63 0.20 88 
0.66 0.21 U8 : 0.67 0.20 112 
0.67 0.15 58 0.55 0.17 64 
0.68 0.1'? 65 0.62 0.16 48 
0.58 0.17 46 0.62 0.19 90 
0.62 0.17 92 : 0.52 0.14 26 
0.63 0.19 60 : 0.67 0.21 94 
0.60 0.20 lU : 0.69 0,34 43 
0.61 0.17 62 : 0.66 0.17 74 - 

3 0.64 0.15 92 : 0.64 0.17 36 3 
0.58 0.17 79 : 0.65 0.15 46 
0.63 0.17 52 0.67 0.16 32 
0.64 0.15 79 : 0.65 0.13 24 
0.63 0.13 54 : 0.69 0.21 85 
0,62 0.16 61 : 0.62 0.17 28 
0.69 0.21 158 : 0.66 0.14 18 
0.65 0.19 94 : 0.70 0.20 68 
0.68 0.13 38 : 0,68 0.20 48 
0.70 0.19 150 0.67 0.15 17 
0.66 0.21 156 : 0.69 0.21 55 
0.68 0.18 126 : 0.63 0.17 26 

(Continued) 
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Table II (Continued) 

-- - - 
Sanpies : Controls __i-- 

idth Thickness Breaking : Width Thickness Breaking 
Inches Inches Load lbs. : Inches Inches Load lbs. No. 

4 0.63 0.2.9 146 0.72 0.19 91 4 
0.62 0.19 142 0.66 0.17 82 

0.65 0.22 170 : 0.70 0.19 72 
0.70 0.16 126 : 0.62 0.19 102 
0.62 u.16 86 : 0.67 0.18 74 
0.62 0.18 110 : 0.64 0.19 91 
0.67 0.18 123 : 0.67 0.15 98 
0.65 0.22 180 : 0.65 0,20 126 
0.60 0.20 118 : 0.61 0.16 77 
0.6]. 0.20 134 : 0.63 0.20 85 
0.69 0.17 132 : 0.61 0.17 64 
0.66 0.19 136 : 0.63 0.16 52 

5 0.68 0.21 113 0.70 0.17 69 5 
0.74 0.19 121 : 0.75 0.22 110 
0.62 0.19 116 : 0.73 0.19 114 
0.64 0.17 51 : 0.70 0.17 46 
0.7]. 0.19 l42 : 0.68 0.25 126 
0.65 0.25 184 : 0.65 0.18 114 
0.7]. 0.].? 106 : 0.61 0.17 68 
0.70 0.22 180 : 0.75 0.20 128 
0.75 0.20 157 : 0.74 0.23 170 
0.58 0.17 58 : 0.66 0.18 102 
0.65 0.16 95 : 0.71 0.23 3.22 

0.73. 0.20 160 : 0.61 0.17 72 

6 0.66 0.20 135 : 0.67 0.19 94 6 

0.71 0.19 160 : 0.66 0.37 70 
0.65 0.20 127 : 0.63 0.15 75 
0.64 0.13 64 : 0.66 0.19 72 
0.65 0.17 96 : 0.67 0.21 108 
0.60 0.17 97 : 0.62 0.14 64 
0.70 0.17 112 : 0.63 0.19 92 
0.66 0.18 132 : 066 0.15 59 
0.66 0.15 86 : 0.64 0.12 40 
0.67 0.20 113 : 0.69 0.20 105 
0.63 0.21 146 0.69 0.12 33 
0,66 0.15 80 : 0.62 0.19 60 

(Continued) 
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Table II (Continued) 

- 
Samples : Controls 

Width Thickness Breaking : Width Thickness Breaking 

No. Inches Inches Load lbs. : Inches Inches Load lbs. No. 

7 0.60 0.12 38 : O.S 0.11 4 7 

0.59 0.18 110 : 0.60 0.11 8 

0.59 0.14 58 : 0.64 0.20 44 

0.65 0.15 109 : 0.62 0.15 22 

0.65 0.17 96 : 0.61 0.16 28 

0.64 0.20 120 : 0.64 0.16 36 

0.58 0.14 60 : 0.68 0.15 22 

0.65 0.16 56 : 0.68 0.17 26 

0.62 0.13 62 : 0.6]. 0.1]. 5 

0.69 0.22 178 : 0.62 0.12 10 

0.59 0.14 41 : 0.67 0.20 42 

S 0.64 0.17 122 : 0.69 0.18 65 8 

0.68 0.16 70 : 0.74 0.16 76 
0.70 0.16 102 : 0.67 0.16 61 
0.68 0.16 102 : 0.69 0.16 56 

0.66 0.16 110 : 0.7]. 0.19 82 

0.70 0.18 130 : 0.69 0.15 55 

0.69 0.14 88 : 0.68 0.11 18 

0.69 0.17 U7 : 0.63 0.17 62 

0.70 0.20 152 : 0.67 0.14 29 

0.68 0.15 97 : 0.65 0.17 58 

0.76 0.17 122 : 0.73 0.18 73 

0.19____l :_0.71_0960_ 
9 0.73 0.18 133 : 0.71 0.17 52 9 

0.72 0.19 154 : 0.74 0.19 78 

0.68 0.17 131 : 0.66 0.18 68 

0.66 0.17 99 : 0.70 0.19 104 

0.70 0.19 146 ; 0.67 0.lb 90 

0.63 0.10 46 : 0.68 0.13 88 

0.70 0.13 82 : 0.66 0.16 62 

0.70 0.20 154 : 0.67 0.14 63 

0.69 0.19 138 : 0.66 0.18 71 

0.72 0.17 114 : 0.70 0.20 83 

0.65 0.18 127 : 0.70 0.19 112 _9_9.1 0.61 0.17 66 

(Continued) 
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Table II (Continued) 

: Controls - - 

Width Thickness Breaking : Width Thickness Breaking 
No. Inches Inches Load lbs. : Inches Inches Load lbs. No. 
lo 0.60 0.19 126 : 0.58 0.20 80 10 

0.62 0.19 151 : 0.69 0.19 82 
0.7]. 0.27 214 : 0.69 0.19 79 
0.64 0.24 204 : 0.70 0.15 64 
0.75 0.15 106 : 0.68 0.21 128 
0.60 0.22 170 : 0,61 0.22 75 
0.68 0.22 194 : 0.64 0.18 8]. 
0.63 0.22 150 : 0.67 0.23 76 
0.59 0.19 160 0.63 0.20 96 
0.68 0.1.8 166 : 0.60 0.19 75 
0.69 0.19 142 : 0.54 0.1.3 25 
O,fl_O.22 196 : 0.64 0.24 114 

u 0.70 0.20 99 : 0.65 0.17 76 U 
0.68 0.20 158 : 0.68 0.15 58 
0.71 0.17 120 : 0.66 0.17 74 
0.72 0.1.4 98 : 0.67 0.18 70 
0.71 0.17 123 : 0.68 0.12 34 
0.67 0.14 98 : 0.68 0.17 94 
0.68 0.19 120 : 0.69 0.15 46 
0.66 0.17 : 0.68 0.b 54 
0.72 0.12 56 : 0.69 0.15 66 
0.70 0.16 91 : 0.65 0.08 12 
0!7]! .]Z___ _ 134 :0.70 i7 75 - 

12 0.65 0.18 138 : 0.62 0.15 81 12 
0.64 0.20 136 : 0.61 0.13 42 
0.65 0.19 133 : 0.66 0.10 26 
0.69 0.18 U3 : 0.68 0.13 56 
0.55 0.20 118 : 0.58 0.17 U6 
0,65 0.20 158 : 0.61 0.20 78 
0.69 0.1.5 82 : 0.69 0.19 116 
0.53 0.22 132 : 0.62 0.17 95 
0.63 0.14 79 : 0.61 0.09 56 
0.65 0.13 78 j 0.55 0.19 '70 
0.56 0.13 48 : 0.56 0.16 54 
0.58 72 : 0.50 0.18 _______ 70 


